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After a few minor technical hiccups in the
August issue, the new production team is
starting to settle into a routine and the result
should be a better magazine for you.
I know it’s the winter season here, but I
nevertheless appeal to all members to put
pen to paper with any inspiring stories, to
keep our spirits up and prepare us all for the
coming season.
Don’t forget to send some pictures
with your articles!
Safety and flying basics will be an important

issue after the winter break. Pilots and
instructors Shaune Keene (PG) and Rohan
Holtkamp (HG) have some valuable advice
for pilots getting back into the air this spring.
From the sound of their letters, trike pilots
seem disillusioned with some aspects of
their sport. Rather then criticising the
current situation, I would like to receive
some suggestions to improve and increase
your enjoyment of the sport. Maybe the lack
of of a club structure is the reason that trike
pilots feel alienated from others in the HGFA.
Regular weekend fly-ins would build a better
community spirit and possibly provide me
with interesting trike articles
at the same time. Please consider also
Tony Witlox’ appeal on page 8 and prepare
for the Australian Microlight team for the
first World Air Games in Turkey next year.
Marie has asked me to announce the
following article prizes:
Gilbert Griffith “Educational flying –
Why stop learning?” (June) and
John Selby “Where trees are the
source of thermals” (July).
If you have any questions concerning the
mailing list for Skysailor (e.g. if you didn’t
get your mag in the mail) please direct your
enquiries to the HGFA office. The current
membership and mailing list is kept there;
I have no access to it and am not able to
answer your questions.
Last but not least, here is a plug for the
environment: Please help me save paper.
If you’re faxing me your classifieds, keep it
to one half page. Use the classifieds form on
page xx and avoid unnecessary cover sheets
whenever possible. Thanks.
Fly Safely,
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Dear Editor. . .

! Firstly, my thanks to Marie for all her efforts
in the past and I wish you all the best for the
future. Secondly, I would like to comment on
a letter from Ben DumbrelI, July 96 issue.
Ben, you are not alone. I agree with your
comments on Craig’s accident reports, they are
a great idea, but l would not be concerned with
the Iack of information in them. What about the
accidents that you don’t hear about, that vanish
after their first report without follow-up, final
conclusion or solution? A full record should be
kept of all accidents and the type of aircraft
these occurred in. If this record was made
accessible to all pilots, it could only help us.
lt’s about time trikes move into the 90's and
come under their own regulation, with one
registration, one pilot certification and one
governing body. If people can put aside their
differences, I’m sure this could happen and
would only be an improvement for all. Your idea
of annual meetings for trike pilots and those
involved in the industry is great. What’s that
saying “If you build it, they will come”?
We are all out here, some of us just need a
prod. I’m sure you would get a response.
As for stirring the pot, if you don’t, the contents
will burn and become useless to everyone. I
also commend the part the HGFA and the AUF
have played in our history, but when a pilot
cannot fly an aircraft he is certified on just
because of his type of certification or the type
of registration on the aircraft, it gets ridiculous
and frustrating. Why should I have to hold both
HGFA and AUF certificates to fly an identical
aircraft just because one rego starts with T2
while the other starts with 32? People got
together to have trikes recognised in the first
place, surely the people involved could get
together and bring trikes (Powered Weight Shift
Aircraft) into the 90’s.
Paul O’Malley
Unfortunately, the requirements of the Civil
Aviation Orders are imposed by the Civil
Aviation Authority and cannot be changed
by the HGFA or the AUF. It is a long term aim of
the Australian Sport Aviation Confederation
(ASAC) to work toward amalgamation of all
ASAC member associations. Hopefully, this will
allow pilots to hold one Pilot Certificate issued
by ASAC and endorsed by various instructors to
fly different sport aircraft. This aim is supported
by the HGFA, though not by some other ASAC
member associations.
Craig Worth

! The Operations Manager’s report in June’s
Skysailor contained a report on a fatal U.K.
microlight crash in which the trike base unit
was seen to fall away from the wing at 500ft.
Since this was published, several pilots have
phoned me, worried that their hang bolt might
fail. More recent information from that accident
has indicated that the hang bolt did not fail,
instead the pilot lost control of the aircraft in
pitch and, following a steep nose down attitude,
the subsequent pitch up forces caused the
control bar to strike the front strut sufficiently
hard to cause both parts to fail.
As the pitch travel was then not limited by
the front strut, the propeller severed the rear
A-frame wires near the keel and the monopole
(pylon) failed in rearward bending.
The U.K. report finishes by quoting the aircraft
manual on power operations at light weight:
“When operating solo, pilots should take care to
operate the throttle sensibly. Excessively steep
climb outs are unsafe since they lead to nosehigh attitudes and engine failure in this
situation may result in insufficient time/height
to recover. In addition, engine failure at steep
climb attitudes may lead to a whip stall or tail
slide situation which can and has resulted in
structural failure and break up of aircraft in
flight. The flight limitations of the aircraft must
never be exceeded and pilots are warned that
when operating at low cockpit loads, the high
power available means great care must be
taken to ensure the limits are observed.”

Paul Haines
! I wish to comment on information in the
June 96 Operations Manager’s Report. Craig
made comments on certain matters of
microlight maintenance, aircraft maintenance
logs, annual inspections, modifying microlights
and accident/incidents.
The original letter by Gavin Wills was about
an incident at the Evan’s Head Fly-In and
wasn’t published. Despite Craig placing the
incident in Skysailor, it is my understanding that
Gavin wished for other pilots to consider the
safety issues in operating hired aircraft and put
pen to paper for this reason. The letter did not
slander any person or indicate any
acknowledgment of the persons involved. So
why was “All Pilots Read This!” not published?
In regard to the information about aircraft
maintenance releases and annual aircraft
inspections, I find Craig’s comments absolutely
contradictive in his accidents/incidents report,

especially No 2. Although, this accident
occurred in the UK, I do not understand how
Craig can justify such comments as “This
aircraft type, a Mainair Mercury, is not common
in Australia, though this accident highlights the
need to replace the hang bolt
as recommended”.
How can we monitor aircraft maintenance and
associated repairs, if the machines we fly do
not have a traceable written history? How do
you expect to increase membership, when the
customer is placed in a “User Beware” situation
about aircraft safety? Why is it so difficult to
have yearly inspections of aircraft, with a
condition report available for prospective
buyers?
We have seven aircraft operating in our school,
with twenty or so aircraft rental customers and
eleven students, I can assure you we do not
rely on my brain to keep track
of our aircraft’s maintenance history. Each
aircraft has a very simple and accurate journey
log, which includes our internal aircraft
maintenance release system for monitoring
operational hours, landings and component
interchangeability.
Our system operates on the simple principle:
“Safety is not expensive, but try paying for
an accident.”
Chris Brandon
Operations Manager’s Comment
I apologise if the comments in my June Report
were ambiguous.

It is recommended that a Maintenance Release
system be used where a microlight operator is
cross-hiring aircraft, or where more than one
person regularly use the aircraft – though this
is not mandatory.
The Operations Manual Section 9.8 states:
“It is recommended that a log book be kept
for all aircraft. Where an aircraft is used for
training operations or the aircraft is a two-place
weightshift microlight, a log book must be
kept.” Please note “where the aircraft is a twoplace microlight, a log book must be kept” –
this log must include all maintenance carried
out, thus providing a “traceable written history”.
In regard to annual inspections, I stand by
comments in my June Report “the introduction
of any new requirements must be justified
by a genuine safety need”. To date there has
been no evidence of a genuine safety need
for annual inspections.
Craig Worth
! It was refreshing to read Steve Ruffels’
“The Case for Wheels” in the August issue.
I have not been flying for a great length of time,
but during that time I have seen ‘arrivals’ from
both experienced and inexperienced pilots
which have led to painful physical and ‘hip
pocket’ injuries. Wheels only have to save you
once and they’ve paid for themselves. They are
a safety feature that not only
helps to prevent/minimise injury, but generally
also keep your uprights intact.
Most pilots in our club use wheels and at one

time or another have been glad to have them.
Graeme Garlick

Attention All Pilots
Please note that there has been a change for
some states regarding the Regional Levy.
Payment for membership should be made as follows:
Membership Fee (Full)
$105
Membership Fee (Family) $50
PLUS Regional Levy
NSW & WA
– $25
SA
– $30
ACT
– $35
QLD, VIC & TAS – $20
For example:
Mr Blogg
Mrs Blogg
(Full Member)
(Family Member, resides
with Mr Blogg)
Membership $105 plus
Membership $50 plus
Regional Levy VIC $20
Regional Levy VIC $20
Total $130
Total $70
Also note that those membership renewals received after the
expiry date may be omitted from the Skysailor mailing list.
The list is forwarded to the mailing house towards the end of
each month, we therefore urge pilots to renew prior to their
expiry date.
If you did not receive your issue of Skysailor and would like a
copy forwarded to you, or if you have any queries regarding
payment of membership renewals, please contact me at the
HGFA office between 8am and 4pm Monday to Friday.
Margaret
HGFA, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720,
Phone: 069 472888, fax: 069 474328.

New HGFA merchandise
Including Polo shirts and Rugby tops.
HGFA MERCHANDISE
@ $30 Polo Shirt (featuring HGFA logo) white, green
& navy (sizes 16, 18, 20, 22, 24)

@ $15.00 Beginning Coaching
(Australian Sports Commission)

@ $40 Rugby Top (featuring HGFA logo) navy
& green (sizes 16, 18, 20, 22, 24)

@ $20.00 Better Coaching (Australian
Sports Commission)

@ $9 Cap with HGFA colour logo red, blue or navy

@ $7.00 Topographic Maps
(1:100,000 or 1:250,000, etc. Provide
details separately)

@ $6 Embroidered Sew-On badge**
@ $4.95 Metal lapel badge with colour
enamel logo**

@ $10.00 HGFA Operations Manual*

@ $1.50 HGFA Car sticker**

@ $15.00 HGFA Ops Manual Binder*

@ $55.00 HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video

@ $8.00 HGFA Log Book*

@ $10.00 HGFA Competitions Manual

* Replacement Prices only – These items are
issued free with initial Full Membership

@ $10.00 HGFA Towing Manual

@ $3.00 POST AND PACKING (all orders, except those marked **)
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Northern
xposures
GRAHAM LEE

I don’t know whether it’s true
for the rest of you, but there
are definite moments when the
whole idea of leaving the ground
under that bag of string we fly
scares the hell out of me.
One of those moments occurred
last year, 2,500ft up on top
of Grey Mountain in the Yukon
territory of northern Canada,
only vaguely outside the Arctic
and not a hell of a lot warmer.

Graham drifts over the Yukon River at Dawson city
with the 10.30pm arctic sun in the background.
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Free Flying
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s far as I know, only one other guy has ever even thought
of flying off that mountain, though I think it has great
potential. Suitably worried by stories of nasty air turbulence
in the uneven air temperatures of the Yukon summer (well yes, there
is a summer which, though short, is also wonderful), I took off on
what was really only a longish sled ride to the bottom.
Now there are two problems with flying in the Yukon south of
the arctic circle. The first is trees, trees, tall wooden things and more
trees. Wall to wall trees tend to have a rather exciting effect on one’s
landings. Secondly, there is the small matter of bears. Call them black
or grizzly, those nasty great hairy blankets come rather too generously
equipped with claws and teeth. So, whilst my landing was more or
less fine – the patch of green grass turned out to be a shallow green
swamp – the half-hour’s worth of bashing my way out to the road
was bloody nerve racking. Chicken I definitely am, so every twenty
seconds anyone within hearing range would have heard me sing out
“Bear, here I come” or “P… off bears”. Don’t laugh, some guy had
told me that if they know you’re coming, the bears will ping off.
Whatever, I didn’t see any.
My guess is that advanced pilots would find more flying around
Whitehorse than I did. About 500km north, at Dawson City, there is
definitely some good flying and a local guy, Stephen Kurth, reckons
to have made 8,000ft above the “Dome”, the hill which dominates
Dawson. When next you’re in Dawson look Stephen up, he can
generally be found at Diamond Gerty’s Cafe any afternoon after
4.00pm and, since summer days are just about 24 hours long, you
will have time for at least one coffee before take-off. One small
matter, don’t miss your landing, the Yukon River will freeze the balls
off at least two brass monkeys!
I cannot claim to have flown north of the Arctic circle as we had
car troubles. Nonetheless, I did get in one sled ride from a hill just
short of the line near the Tombstone Mountains (now there’s a name
I didn’t like). Once you get that far north, you are beyond the tree
line, so I reckon the flying opportunities look pretty damn good, in
the summer that is. Oh, and don’t forget them bears again.
Before I leave the far north, a quick plug for Alaska. We had visa
problems, so this is by hearsay, but there appears to be a thriving
hang/paragliding community around Anchorage. But stick to
summer, between May and August, in both the Yukon and Alaska, at
other times of the year minus 40ºC is not that unusual that far north.
The Canadians, at least those in the Yukon, have a very civilised
attitude to summer, like 10 weeks of school holidays. Damn fine idea!
We went walkabout through British Columbia during our stay
and found some of the most spectacular flying sites imaginable – not
to mention skiing sites during the off season. These guys really have
mountains, huge spiky things that reach forever upwards and make
the Snowy Mountains look like foothills to an antheap. And you’ll
find flyers of both persuasions jumping off the tops.
Our first stop going south was at Smithers where the local club is
a friendly contact. Unfortunately, during our two days there the rain
was doing its best to wash away everything which hadn’t already been
blown down, so we got no airtime.
On the outskirts of Vancouver we had some wonderful flying
from the incredible Mt Chilliwack, with its landing site on
a golf driving range, slap bang up against the main highway. We
camped at the local caravan parks and there is even a guy running
a ferry service to the top of the mountain. No mean feat, since it’s
4,500ft up.
One evening I arranged to fly with the local Mescalito Flying
School run by Max De Jong. Epic! We left the school’s meeting place

Heavy clouds over take-off, 4,000ft above Golden B.C.
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at about 5.30pm (long summer days, remember) and drove forever
upwards to the back take-off site behind Chilliwack on Mercer
Mountain, about 4,300ft AGL. The breeze was expected to change
direction as the evening wore on and from our site we could still see
a couple of pilots scratching air above the main take-off. Even in
mid-summer (July) there were patches of snow at that height, so
waiting around got fairly chilly.
The wind did come on as the sun set behind us and the
mountains at about 9pm. This meant of course that the valley we
were flying into was effectively dark. Way over the other side we
could see the moon rising over Mt Baker in the USA, but it wasn’t
making much difference in illuminating the valley we intended to
land in. No problem, although the landing field was out of sight
beyond a spur of the mountain, the pick up crew went to set up a
fire beacon to light our way. Just one word of caution: Fire beacons
are yellow and so were the lights of the women’s prison down in the
valley – confusion might not be a good idea.
We took off in succession and after nearly six months of little
flying practice my take-off was a bit rusty, but once away – incredible!
Heading into the valley, it was dark, real dark, but with the fading
glow of evening above in the sky. With plenty of separation the other
pilots were nowhere to be seen and without a vario it was difficult
to know whether one was going up or down. Absolutely fabulous –
easing out, brakes right up, over the river, then turn right towards
the landing site, a huge cleared field amongst the trees. The air was
quite buoyant and the view unbelievable with the moon outlining
Mt Baker and only the hiss of the wind in the lines. Above the
landing site I made a series of long slow spirals as I descended into the
dark. Lighter than the surrounding trees, the landing ground
was big enough to mean a long walk if you didn’t land near the fire,
which looked pretty darn small from up high. I found it alright but
on final run it occurred to me that I was taking everybody’s word for
it that there were no whiz bang nasties to worry about on landing.
No sweat, one of my best – fluke. The fire was very welcome, even
if the flight was only an extended sled ride, nonetheless, even summer
is pretty cold around those mountains.
After a few days in Vancouver we took the ferry over to
Vancouver Island – this is where you find the capital of B.C., Victoria
and some wonderful scenery. Much as I like surfing, there is no way
I would be game to do as the locals do and surf there during the
winter. I was able to contact Mark Tulloch of Air Dreams Hang
Gliding, a sometime member of the Canadian team who proved very
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Hang glider taking off Canada’s spectacular Golden, also the only town I’ve ever visited which actively spends money to attract ‘quiet flight’.

friendly and invited me to fly one day with his students from
“Malahat”, a mountain take-off at 1,700ft AGL. Again, there was
little lift and we managed only a couple of scratchy rides along the
ridge and then across the highway to the beach. Mark had pointed
out that a thermal often comes off a small quarry in the flight path
and although it really wasn’t working, there was a definite bump as
we flew over it. Coming into the beach, we passed closely over an
eagle’s nest. Even though the chick was in plain sight, the mother
had fortunately become accustomed to our strange craft. Time
prevented me from flying with this very friendly outfit more than
once, but Mark shared some wonderful stories, including flying
above a Boeing 747 at above 12,000ft.
From Victoria we drove through the Rockies to Golden, which
I reckon to be the biggest downer of my rather limited flying career.
As a flying site it is unbelievable. The long valley is bordered by huge
lines of mountains on each side and extends a couple of hundred
kilometres south into the USA. Flights using the thermals coming up
from the valley can go for miles each way. Unfortunately, on the
couple of days I managed to get to the top of the mountain, take-off
was rather contra-indicated. On my last morning there, I missed a lift
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to the top and had to sit at the landing site watching the other pilots
gliding in.
Disappointed with Golden, we put in a couple of days in
Edmonton which has the world’s biggest shopping mall. It really is
huge but if you’re like me, one shop is very like another – ho hum.
However, there are a bunch of rather interesting dinosaurs at a place
called Drumheller between Edmonton and Calgary.
Two characters quite well known here in Australia, Willi Muller
and his Australian wife Vicene, often fly from Golden and we spent
a couple of days camping near their home in Cockrane. Eat your
heart out fliers! Willie and Vicene manage to own as their home a
beautiful grassy hillslope. Perfect for a bit of early pre-breakfast flying
and made even easier by their own hangar on site. What a way to go.
I need hardly say that the Mullers run their hang gliding and
paragliding school from home.
That’s where my flying ended for this holiday as from Cockrane
it was back to the Yukon via the 2,500km famous and amazingly
beautiful Alaska highway. Now I’m working on taking my
jellyfish to fly another part of the world!
Graham can be contacted via the Whitsunday Club in Mackay, Queensland.

Winter Hibernation address for
your “Ol’ Eagle Eyes” flight glasses
and Electronic Tow Meters
❋❋❋
Denis Cummings
PO Box 13, PERISHER VALLEY NSW 2624

Ph/fax 064 575277
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Eungella Chalet Mountain Lodge
NOT JUST A HANG GLIDER PILOT’S PARADISE
BUT A COMPLETE FAMILY HOLIDAY DESTINATION.
❖ Budget accommodation from $20/
person twin share (special packages
and weekly rates available)
❖ Fully self-contained one and two
bedroom family cabins (with fireplaces)
❖ Licensed restaurant and full
bar facilities

❖ Pool and games room
❖ Bush walks through Queensland’s
best rainforest
❖ Horse riding, Mountain bikes
❖ See the rare Platypus in the wild
❖ Panoramic views 2,400 feet above
sea level

‘96 North Queensland Hang Gliding Championships
25th September to 2nd October 1996
$120 nomination. Good prizes and prize money and lots of fun.
Launch ramp in resort grounds.

Contact: Owner-Managers Rob & Jan Saliba

Phone 079 584509
THE SYDNEY
MICROLIGHT CENTRE

Fax 079 584503
Cross Country Adventures
HERE WE GO AGAIN! Dec 96 and Feb 97 Adventures.
We are going towing in the big air of Conargo. Last years trip
was a great success with 10,000 feet being achieved and personal
bests bettered with 100km flights, not a problem. We thermalled
every day and everyone had a blast going cross country.
The area of Conargo just north of Deniliquin is fantastic for cross
country flying, it’s hot, flat, has a good road structure for pickups
and the farmers love us! Previous trips by Silent Flight to this area
have realised flights of 10,000ft+ and 160km+, not a problem.
Whether your looking to relax or to have a hard core flying
experience this trip is for you.
This is an all inclusive hang gliding adventure.

The Sydney Microlight Centre is Sydney’s closest
approved microlight training facility, located at
Wollongong Airport, south of Sydney on the F6.
Learn to fly at our fully CAA licensed airport and avoid
hours spent travelling to distant country airstrips.

THE SYDNEY MICROLIGHT CENTRE
Trial instruction flights and flight training
available seven days a week (weather permitting).
PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)
Telephone:

(042) 941 031 (office) 018 603 009 (airfield)

• 9 days flying
• All the tows you want
• Static line car tow
• Accommodation
• Breakfast, lunch and dinner
• Tips on XC flying
• The odd beer after flying

• Experienced instructor on hand
• Transfers to and from Canberra
• Pickups, fly as far as you can
• Test flights on the latest
equipment
• Daily weatherfax with Stuve
diagram

ADVENTURE 1: Saturday 14/12/96 – Sunday 22/12/96
ADVENTURE 2: Saturday 15/2/97 – Sunday 23/2/97
Book early to avoid disappointment.
Give Silent Flight a call for more information, hang gliding is our
business, not a problem.

Tove Heaney (06) 294 1466
77 Pocket Ave Banks 2906

Microlighting

FAI World Air Games
T O N Y W I T L O X is the Australian representative to the Microlight division of the FAI (Federation Aéronautique Internationale).
In this position he co-ordinates Australian Microlight activities and appeals to Australian microlight pilots to compete for
their country.

The World Air Games are the
equivalent to the Olympics for
airsports, the first games will be
held in Turkey in September 1997.
To give an idea of what is involved in the organisation of these games:
The cost of conducting the games will be around $4.1 million and it
is hoped that entry fees will cover about $2 million. The total cost of
preparing for the games, including airfields and the whole infrastructure is estimated to be in excess of $27 million. The number of
participants expected is 3,300, not including the estimated 1,100
officials, judges, stewards etc. This will be the third largest competitive
event held in the world today.
The official opening of the games will be held in Istanbul.
One representative of each discipline will attend the official opening
to represent their country as part of that country’s team. These
representatives will be transported from the venues where their
particular disciplines hold their respective competitions and back.
In Australia the FAI is represented by the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC). ASAC co-ordinates and represents
all airsports in Australia and will organise the Australian contingent
from the various member organisations. This is where I become
involved in my capacity as National Coach. I know that we have the
skills within our membership to compete in these games and if we
start early enough we may be able to raise the sponsorship money to

support the team and also have the necessary time to train for the
various tasks. My question to you is “Do you have the will to
participate?”.
AUF and HGFA trike pilots who are prepared to participate in
pre-selection trials should contact me before our Board meeting on
20 September 1996, when I will be making a submission to the
Board. I will also need this information for the combined air sports
meeting held by ASAC, who require details to be able to plan for
sponsorship approaches, aircraft logistics and people to name just
a few.
It is essential to put all our priorities in the right order and the

The ball is in your court, whether we
will have an Australian microlight team
in the First World Air Games or not.
first question is: Will we participate? I appeal to all Australian
microlight pilots to participate in these trials. I may be repeating
myself, but after trying for years to motivate Australian pilots to
compete to no avail, it would be a shame, in the true sense of the
word, if microlights were the only Australian Airsport Discipline not
to participate in these World Air Games.
The ball is in your court, whether we will have an Australian
microlight team in the First World Air Games or not.

Planning Advances for the FAI World Air Games
The organisation of the first World Air Games in 1997 is entrusted to
the Turkish Aeronautical Association. The FAI continues to monitor
the preparation for the events closely through its team of expert
advisors. Each expert is responsible for one discipline only.
All have already visited Turkey to meet their Turkish counterparts
and to contribute to each stage of the planning process. With less
than 2 months to run to the trial 1996 competitions, everything is
ready in Turkey for the competitors and their supporting delegations.
Once the trial competitions are over, the Turkish Aeronautical
Association will distribute entry forms for the 1997 Games to
National Aero Clubs.
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A team from the Turkish organising committee will be present in
Monte Carlo from 14-17 October at Sportel, the International
Television Programme Trade Fair, in order to promote the World Air
Games. A world-wide publicity campaign and search for sponsors was
launched earlier this year.
Test competitions 1996
Paragliding and Hang Gliding
7 to 19 September 1996
Denizli – Honaz mountain
Pamukkale International Cup

Microlight
14 to 22 September 1996
Aydin
Open Turkish National
Championship

Competitions & Events
Event
Australia
Gillies, Far North Queensland

Date

Venue

Details & Entry Requirements

Contact

22-23 Sept 96

Gillies, QLD

Catering for all levels of competition with great prizes,
trophies & prize money.

Cairns HG Club,secretary
Scott Payten 070 558559 (h).

25 Sept-2 Oct 96

Eungella, QLD

Catering for all levels of competition with great prizes,
trophies & prize money.

Sports Aviation W-E & Club Comp 4-6 Oct 96

Laurieton, NSW

1996 Canungra Classic

5-12 Oct 96

Canungra, SE QLD

Women's Flying Skills Clinic

12-15 Nov 96

Manilla, NSW

Organised by Sydney HG, Northern Beaches & Lower
Blue Mountains clubs as an interclub comp for
Novice & intermediate pilots.
Max entries: 70 pilots. Entries close: 12 Aug 96. Entry
fee: $170. Site fees: Beechmont & Tamborine $35.
Requirements: Intermediate rating (or higher),
databack camera, fun personality.
Check out: http://www2.eis.net.au/~tim/classic.html
Cost: Participants need to organise their own
accommodation (e.g. caravan park $10/night) & meals.

For accommodation &
information call Rob Saliba
079 584509 or fax 069 584503.
Cal Lee Scott, 065 565265 or
any one of the organising clubs.

Women’s Fly-In 1996

16-17 Nov 96

Manilla, NSW

1997 Australian HG Nationals

28 Dec 96-6 Jan 97

Hay, NSW

Rainbow Beach Competition

29-31 Dec 96

Rainbow Beach,
QLD

1997 Bogong Cup

6-17 Jan 97

Mt Beauty, VIC

Requirements: Intermediate with inland experience.
Entry fee: $185, includes lots of prizes.

Corryong Cup HG

18-23 Jan 97

Corryong, VIC

PG Flatlands

12-18 Jan 97

Forbes, NSW

Pre-Worlds Flatlands HG

20-31 Jan 97

Forbes, NSW

Vic PG Open

1-9 Feb

Bright, VIC

Strictly 50 pilots. 18 Jan practice day. Requirements:
Int/Adv rating with inland experience, camera, altimeter,
UHF radio, recently packed parachute & maps. HGFA
membership. Entry fee: $60, incl. meal at presentation
night, BBQ during comp, numerous prizes.
This competition will include a training clinic prior
and is not intended for serious competitors.
Sanction: C
Entry fee: $300, incl. films & development (backups at
extra cost), presentation dinner & party (1 Feb 97), map,
T-shirt. Requirements: Databack camera & tow rating.
Max. no of entries 240, first pay, first accepted basis.
Min. 4 entries to reserve strip, each strip must nominate
a team leader. Full package in October Skysailor.
Sanction: B

Eungella, North Queensland

1997 Australian Paragliding Open 28 Feb-8 Mar

Overseas
Chile HG & PG Competition

New Zealand Nationals

2 day fun & informative social fly-in for Nov-Adv pilots.
Cost: Your own food and accommodation. Transport up
and down the hill will be shared.
Entry fee: $220, if received by 30 Nov 96 ($260 thereafter).
Requirements: Tow endorsement & HGFA membership.
Databack cameras are essential, GPS permitted.
A minimum of 4 paid entries per team to secure a strip.
Entry fee: $30. Caters for Nov-Adv pilots.
Great weather & great flying!

Rachael Bain 06 254 8834.

Western Victorian HG Club
c/o RMB 236B, Trawalla VIC 3373
M. Bailey 014 678871, P. Campbell
053 428569, S. Holtkamp 053 492845.
Cathy 074 463421.

c/o P.O. Box 308, Bright VIC 3741
Steve Stricek 057 551503,
6-10pm only.
Glenn or Sue Connor
042 943701 or 015 247394 (at a
reasonable time)
Fees & HGFA No to: 13a Georges
Rd, Otford NSW 2508
Kosciusko Alpine PG Club
Michael Spratt 06 2359023 (w),
06 2359109 (h).
Richard & Sue Nevins
PO Box 950, Nerang QLD 4211
Fax: 07 55964394,
ph: 07 55963600 (h).

Karl Texler 057 501733.

Registration: 28 Feb & 1 Mar, 8:30-9:00 Manilla Town Hall
Requirements: Int with inland experience, databack
camera, UHF radio, reserve. Map: NATMAP SH 56-9,
1:250,000 ‘Manilla’. Entry fee: $150 before 14 Feb 97,
$170 thereafter. More details on page 17.

Godfrey Wenness,
ph: 067 856545, fax: 067 856546.
Payment to: Manilla Comps
“The Mountain”, Manilla
NSW 2346.

31 Oct-6 Nov 96

Iquique, Chile

4-12 Jan 97

Nelson,
New Zealand

Stewart Dennis, 06 2470008
In Chile: Carlos Rocca, fax:
+56 2 2735782, ph +56 2 2731903.
Stuart Karsten (NZ)
ph/fax 0011 6435441182,
Andrew Kemp 03 93481962.

See also ‘News’ page 16 for more QLD PG competitions.

Manilla, NSW

Entries to: Canungra Classic,
c/o Tim Cummings, 193 Hawken
Drive, St Lucia QLD 4067.
Enquiries: Tim Cummings
07 3870 1615.
Rachael Bain 06 254 8834,
Barbara Utech 07 55437237.

Nov-Adv. Entry fee: US$250 & includes transfer from
Santiago to Iquique, all accommodation, transport
& retrievals. Held in PG tandem record area.
This competition will include the Trans Tasman
Challenge. Some travel expenses are available.
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Flying Tips

SHAUNE KEANE AND
R O H A N H O LT K A M P

It’s September and with the majority of
the winter behind us, the thermals will
be starting to brew down south again.
There are a few things to consider, before the
peak of summer arrives and we air
our hang gliders and paragliders again.
Judging Conditions
Firstly, try to establish in your mind what sort of conditions you
are prepared to fly in. We all hear about accidents in Europe and
the USA over the summer and many of these can be attributed to
pilots attempting to fly in conditions that are beyond their abilities.
This applies even more to those who have only recently received
their licence. You may have had a really nice summer getting plenty
of ridge soaring in smooth conditions, but be warned, this may
not be enough to prepare you for what is yet to come.

10 Skysailor

A large open area is perfect for practicing.
The lawns of Canberra’s Parliament
House, seem to fit the bill perfectly.
Photo: Gavin Gilmour, ACT Paragliding

Late spring and early summer traditionally bring unstable air
masses which are associated with pre-frontal and post-frontal
conditions. In the southern states this means that to get some airtime,
we need to venture inland, as the coastal sea breezes are not yet
happening. For most of us the last time we aired our wings to a sea
breeze, was in January through to April of last summer.
Approach inland flying with optimism and confidence, but also
with the caution it deserves. First consider talking to experienced local
pilots and ask them for guidance on the types of conditions you
should expect to have in the area over the period you are flying there.
Ask some simple questions, like which sites in the area are renowned
for producing the most severe turbulence, and are they linked to
specific meteorological conditions? Ask a few pilots: There are many
different circumstances associated with turbulence, and everyone’s
idea about what ‘rough’ is differs, so get a few opinions.

Flying Tips

Unstable air can produce rather rough conditions and also
changeable wind directions, so give yourself and your buddies a
chance to read the direction and strength by making sure there are
plenty of good streamers at launch and in the landing field. The everhandy roll of toilet paper provides great streamers that are easy to see
from some distance and are biodegradable. If the paper gets blown
apart in the breeze, consider that the wind might be too strong,
especially if it’s your first flight for some time. Check the wind speed
with an airspeed indicator, your judgement might be out a little if it
has been a while or you haven’t flown lately. The landing fields for
your first few flights of the season should be nice and easy, or at least a
decent size, so your stress levels stay at a minimum and you regain
your skills safely.
Enter the season with a view to learning about thermalling rather
than trying to master it. It doesn’t matter who you are, thermalling is
an art that you will learn slowly and it will take time. So go carefully
and you will be able to avoid becoming an accident statistic. Give
yourself plenty of room from the hill and relax, so you can feel the air.
This way you’re less likely to get worn out wrestling the glider.
Checking Equipment
Hang Gliders when stored can suffer damage from mould and
corrosion. Take the glider out into the sunshine, set it up and pack it
up for practice while you inspect the frame and sail. Check the hang
loops, now is the time to get the right length ones you were promising
yourself to get all of last season. There’s nothing like a new set of
sidewires for peace of mind when you are climbing out in the summer
thermals, get some and make sure they are put on correctly. Ensure
that your VG is set up and working correctly. Do you need new rope
or pulleys?
Paragliders are soft wings and even the gentlest novice glider can
turn into a bag of washing in the right, or wrong, conditions. Many
of these conditions are difficult to simulate even over a lake, but
remember, awareness is your friend. Go back and re-read the notes
you got in the school and even get hold of a video. Keep yourself well
informed of what can go wrong, and you will be a lot more
comfortable if it does.
Ensure all your equipment is in top working order. Take out your
glider and check all the seams, lines and components. Look especially
for signs of wear or fraying on the lines and if you have a speed system
replace any doubtful components.
If you have any maintenance doubt, pay an expert to give your
glider a pre-summer inspection for you.
Familiarise yourself with your instruments. Understand how your
variometer works, if in doubt, read the operating instructions. And
don’t forget your harness! Take it inside and pull everything out of it,
clean it, remove the rotting muesli bars and ensure that all the seams
are still in good condition. Again, if in doubt, take it to a professional.
It’s time to suggest to your club to organise a repack night for
all those dusty reserves. That way, if you don’t own one, you will
get to check out everybody else’s. See which ones work best and
what experienced pilots think of them. If you do own one, inspect
it and repack it again. Be familiar with your gear, then you won’t
get any surprises.
Now that all your equipment is in order and you are in the right
frame of mind, you can get out there and get in some practice on
those launches. They may have been easy in winter when it was as

smooth as glass, but wait until you have to launch between the
thermals and you only have about one minute to get it right. The
top of the hill is not the spot to practise your launches. Get out to any
large area in some moderate winds and spend some time getting it
right. You can find some really interesting places to practice in but
I would suggest that you ask the owners first, as we got into
significant trouble trying to get the photo in this article.
If you would prefer a gentle slope to practice on, ask the local
instructor if you can join in with a group for half a day; instructors
analyse launches and landings for a living and any problems are best
corrected at the start of the season. Go with a friend and ensure you
set yourselves small take off sized boundaries to practice in as most
launches are not as large as training fields.
If you live at the coast, you may need to go out on a day to
practice those forward launches. This takes a bit more work but
remember, a good pilot will not have a preference for the type of
launch – they will be proficient at both forward and reverse. Use
the launch that best suits the conditions. A reverse launch that
requires the pilot to run backwards down the slope is not appropriate
and does not demonstrate good skills.
We hope that all pilots will enter the summer with
a suitable amount of caution. Get out there and practice
in a safe environment and enjoy a great summer.

Towing is an opportunity to get some flying throughout the winter season and
to practice those landings. Here David Middleton is taking off from Rhylstone.
Photo: Dolores Sembreboni
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Free Flying

TAG TEAM
STEVE BLENKINSOP

It often happens: A towing day, two or more pilots wanting
to fly XC, and no driver! Usually you end up drawing straws and
the pilots take driving in turns until only one is left to drive. He
tries to be good natured about it, but really hopes his mates
land soon at the nearest pub.

Desperate for a fly, but unable to find a driver, Peter Hood and I
decided to go anyway and take turns, sharing one glider. Hoody’s
place is great for towing but a little close to the coast, and we soon
realised that we might get sea-breezed. After checking out conditions
for twenty minutes I landed and towed Hoody up. He pinged off
into a solid bit of lift and soon headed off towards the sheep fair at
Karoonda (these country blokes!). As arranged, I wound in the rope
and drove off to get ahead of him to find a new spot, hopefully ahead
of the sea breeze, to stretch out the rope again.
All I could come up with was a stretch of narrow road without
the usual lining of mallee. Fortunately, the fence didn’t have a top
strand of barbed wire and, as the road was quite narrow, I could lay
the rope out into the adjacent paddock. This made a good landing
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spot for Hoody and after passing up the sheep, Peter did the right
thing and landed close to the rope.
Five minutes later he was gunning the Kombi as I took off and
steered the rope between trees along the road. The launch went well
and Pete wound in the rope after the tow by pulling it forward slowly.
Once again the XTR 147 spiralled up for its third flight of the day.
Hoody passed up another flight and went for cold beer instead.
Unfortunately, I passed up something I should have taken and came
down just short of Loxton for a tag team distance of 100km. Quite
respectable for a day with a maximum height of only 4,500ft that
didn’t motivate anybody else to get up there. The saving grace on days
with such a shallow convective layer is that the thermals are usually
closer together.
So next time you are stuck for a driver on a towing day, give
tag team a go. You may have to be inventive to find a safe place
to lay out the rope but for a one-off, you can probably get away
with it.

M

oyes

introduces

harness – the

the

XTREME

new

state-of-the-art

designed and tested

to give you many hours of comfortable airtime
and years of durable use, its construction is
simple yet strong, with a stainless steel rod
with a delrin slider which conforms to the
shape

of

a

hardened

aluminium

backplate.

The single main suspension strap is attached to
the slider allowing it to slide forward and back,
the pilot can easily rotate from a prone position to an
upright position for take offs and landings. Constructed with full continuous webbing reinforcement
throughout the harness. Be the first to experience the new

XTREME

harness by Moyes.

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS Pty Ltd 173 Bronte Road Waverley NSW 2024 Australia Tel: 02 387 5622 Fax: 02 387 4472
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Microlighting

FLYING CROSS COUNTRY
– The Other Way
VA L WA L L I N G TO N

W

ell, it was a bit of an adventure, even though we knew
where we were going. To us it was all unknown territory
and our first trike cross country flight in Australia.
Paul and I have a lot of distance in hang gliders between the two
of us, but this time we had planned a weekend flight down the coast
from Albion Park to Moruya in the trike. Although the forecast had
been good, the south easterly wind picked up quite strongly, making
ground handling rather interesting, but we decided to go anyway.
We took all our camping gear (very basic!) and a couple of
necessities (you can’t fit much in) and headed off on the Friday. As it
was a week day, the Military Airspace around the Naval Base at Nowra
was active, and we had to request permission to fly there. Although
there’s a phone number you can ring, you never seem to get through
to the right person, whereas our airband radio worked a treat and we
requested permission once in the air. There is a transit lane across tiger
country which is the only way you’re usually allowed to fly through,
but we were lucky and were told to “track coastal at 1,000ft”. This is
the scenic route and it was great for us to have a beach below where
we could land if the engine suddenly decided to pack it in.
Just after we had entered the Control Zone, we heard a light
aircraft radio in to request, in a very plummy Pommy accent,
permission to enter the airlane as well. He was told to proceed on
course at a height of 2,000ft.
We continued on our way as directed, although somewhat slowly,
as the Pegasus XL only has a flying speed of about 45 knots, and we
had quite a strong 45º headwind to contend with. We had been
inspected at least twice by the naval helicopters when we heard a
message in a strong Pommy accent say: “There’s a powered hang
glider down there and it looks like he’s being blown out to sea.”
Needless to say, we had a good laugh, but it was nevertheless nice
to know that they had our interests at heart.
The Control Tower asks you to radio in once you’ve reached
a certain reporting point and our progress was so slow into the
headwind that, thinking we’d forgotten them, they contacted us
a couple of times before we had actually reached it.
The flight was extremely scenic, passing over beaches and river
estuaries en route. We kept eyeing up the beaches carefully, in case

Val and Paul taxiing for take-off at Mascot airport
on another cross country mission by trike – there
certainly isn’t much room for luggage.
Photo: Norman Nicholls

we needed an emergency landing spot. You have to look for hard
sand, otherwise the trike is likely to roll as the front wheel digs in, so
it’s important for the tide to be going out (we’d made sure of this
before setting off). Most of the beaches were extremely narrow and
quite steep and the wet sand area was even narrower still. What’s more,
the wind was almost onshore most of the time. Towards the southern
end of a deserted beach we did make one deliberate emergency
landing (pit stop!). Where the beach curved around, the wind direction
was better and to our relief the sand was firm enough to land.
There were several very interesting stretches across National Parks
territory where the beaches were very small indeed, not to mention
crossing the bay at Bateman’s Bay which is very wide and requires
considerable height to make sure you are within gliding distance of
land in case the engine stops. Moruya is a short hop from there and
the airport is great. It’s right on the coast with a river estuary and a
primitive camp site next to it. The locals were extremely friendly and
lots of people came over to look at the trike and have a chat.
Transport on the ground required taxis since we weren’t lucky
enough to have a ground crew, but as we were camping right next
to the trike it wasn’t a big problem. However, our scanty camping
gear and the southerly winds were not so compatible, and after
putting our flying suits on in the middle of the night in an endeavour
to try and thaw out, we resolved to get much better lightweight
camping gear for our next trip.
After a great weekend, the weather started to look a bit ominous
on the Sunday, so we decided to head back rather than explore the
coast further. After dodging several squalls on the way, we spent
about an hour on the same beach we’d landed on before, testing
the umbrella-like properties of the wing (not great!). Eventually,
we did get back to Albion Park in the best clear patch we’d seen
all the way home. As we’d now found out, flying cross country in
a trike is completely different to flying cross country in a
hang glider, but definitely extremely enjoyable.
Author’s Note: It’s worth noting that when you have airband radios and use them properly
(i.e. no rabbitting on the local communication channels, an interference-free system and
clear precise calls), all the other airspace users love you and are quite happy to share airspace.

NEWS
T

he following provisional
record claims have been
received by the FAI:
Hang Gliding – General
1. Speed over a 200km triangle:
25.42 km/h.
Site: Alcazaren, Spain 16/7/96
Jean Souviron (F).
Hang glider: Tecma F1
Evolution 142.
2. Speed over a 200km triangle:
24.30km/h.
Site: Schmittenhöhe, Austria
26/6/96 Jo Bathmann (D).
Hang glider: Bautek Sunrise.
3. Speed over a 150km triangle:
Speed to be advised.
Site: Dunaujvaros, Hungary
3/8/96 Steven PartridgeHicks (UK).
Hang glider: Swift.
4. Speed over Out-and-Return
of 100km: Speed to be advised.
Site: Dunaujvaros, Hungary
5/8/96 Steven PartridgeHicks (UK).
Hang glider: Swift.

Paragliding
1. Speed over a 50km triangle:
16.6km/h.
Site: Stubner Kogel, Bad
Gastein, Austria 6/6/96
Bruno Dolhaniuk (A).
Current World Record: 15.8km/h,
Judy Leden 20/7/94.
■

New FAI Paragliding
World Records
Category: Multiplace.
1. Straight distance: 144.4km.
Course/site: Cabo Paquica,
Chile 26/11/94 Antoine Haincourt & Christian Faure (F).
Paraglider: Edel Space.
2. Straight distance: 168.5km.
Course/site: Cabo Paquica,
Chile 13/11/95 Pierre Faucon
& Nelly Godillon (F).
Paraglider: Edel Galaxie Bi.
Category: General.
Distance around a triangle:
165.9km.
Course/site: Le Lavancher, France
9/7/95 Pierre Bouilloux (F).
Paraglider: UP Kendo.
■
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Visiting Canungra
– Mt Tamborine
– Beechmont?

Launch site fees now apply
at both these sites
Mt Tamborine
$15
Beechmont
$20
These fees are essential to
keep these sites open.
Fees can be paid at local retail
stores, see notices at launch.
You must have a permit
before you launch.
Canungra
Hang Gliding Club

G

’day, fellow purveyors of punchy plumes of hot air! The
ACTHGA AGM was held amidst much pomp in August and a
new committee voted in, full of grand ideas, awesome, in some cases
extreme, flying skill and a healthy commitment to the betterment of
the club. We thank Duncan Kelly, Peter Fox, Phil Robinson and
Catherine Thorpe for their excellent contributions in the past. Peter
Fox will remain our loyal representative at the RAPAC meetings –
thanks Foxy!
Here’s our new committee:
President Peter “Blacky” Blackwell, Treasurer Stephen Young,
Secretary Myself, Committee members Paul “Bungy” Moran, Renee
Sedlmaier, Belinda Head, Peter Dall (SSO).
Now for the news and weather: Airspace in Canberra has
changed, as a result, many of our sites have a much increased ceiling.
This promises more XC potential for summer. Tove and Grant
Heaney have moved to their new airpark at Tarago. Shaun Keene is
now the importer for Kiwi hang and paragliding helmets.
Flying in the ACT has been a fairly windy affair of late, but
some have managed to commit aviation anyway. Stuart Dennis, won
this month’s Eagle award with a nice flight in convergence off into
the Michelago sunset. Kerry Forides got married. Team Xtreme had
a good flight of Boberra Hill. There is a nice, moderate Westerly
blowing now, and as I look out the window, some paragliders are
happily boating around at Lanyon – I might join them.
Until next time, Fly high, fly far and fly safe!
Mark “Sully” Sullivan
Steve Drinkald flying
at Greenhills in
Stanley, Tasmania
last Easter. Photo:
Chris Pannowitz

Bill Paine,
designer of the
Discovery, has a
leisurely ‘Skyfloat’.
Photo: Courtesy
Colin Lark

Dear Fellow Pilots

The Byron Bay Hang Gliding club presents:

The founding president of the Byron Bay hang
Gliding club, Ian Hird, is gravely ill. This may
come as a shock to many of you who have come to
know Ian well over the years through competitions
and fly-ins.
A couple of months ago, Ian was diagnosed
with a tumour on the liver and, though he has
responded well to chemo therapy, he continues to
fight the cancer.
Ian’s major wish at the moment is to have his
friends, and we know he has thousands of us out
here, around him.
To encourage you to make the journey to
Byron Bay, the Byron Bay Hang Gliding club
announces the Ian Hird League. This is an open
competition for pilots of all levels to fly our sites,
many of which Ian pioneered. Visit Ian and pass
on your positive thoughts and wishes to him for his
recovery.
Please, all of you pilots that know Ian, try to
get here in the next couple of months. Call Joe
Scott for details on 066 843711.
Joe Scott

The Ian Hird Hang Gliding League
A series of competitions designed to improve
flying skills, expand friendships and have fun.
This competition is an appreciation of the
20 years of effort our founding president, Ian
Hird, has given to develop, promote and establish
hang gliding in Byron Bay areas.
Tasks are provided for pilots of all levels of
skill and enthusiasm:
Dune Racing, Duration – Coastal and Inland,
Cross Country – Site and Accumalative records
to be established.
Competition commences on the first weekend
in October, through ’til the Byron Bay Christmas
Party on 14 December.
Entries can be made on a daily basis, except
for the dune racing, run on supervised weekends.
Prizes are awarded for many categories.
Accommodation: Club members are opening
their houses to keen participating pilots, phone Joe
Scott for details on 066 843711 anytime before 9pm.
Come up and fly with us, enjoy our sites
and hospitality and say G’day to Ian!
■

New Paragliding Reserve – The Beamer
The reserve is our best friend and an insurance policy we can’t afford
to be without. One particular new product caught my attention in
Cross Country magazine – the new Beamer reserve by Urs Haari of
High Adventure (CH). Mike Eggleton (Sydney) is the Australian
importer, so I decided to drop in and I caught him in the middle
of a repack. It was a great opportunity to check over the reserve.
The canopy has the appearance of a Rogallo wing, it is fully
steerable with a brake line attached to each wing tip near the trailing
edge. The brake lines travel inside the riser webbing, so if you are
twisted in your risers after deployment, you can still activate your
brakes for a controlled landing. I’m no expert on reserves, but the
quality of workmanship and materials of the Beamer seem quite
high, with neat, accurate stitching throughout. It weighs just 2.9kg,
has a flat surface area of 38m2, a sink rate of 5m/s and is designed
for a maximum total weight of 120kg.
After separation from the main, the Beamer has a glide of 1:2
and it is AFNOR certified. The maker claims a 30% faster opening
time than traditional reserves – an advantage in itself!
Ideally, the reserve is accompanied by Quick-Out carabiners and
a speed system. This set up enables the pilot to completely separate
from the main or neutralise the canopy by releasing one side only.
Mike has a video of the Beamer demonstrating paraglider control
after deployment over land. The opening speed and stand up
landings are impressive, as is the pendular stability.
Peter Bowyer
The Beamer,
a steerable
PG reserve.
Photo: Courtesy
Cross Country
The Quick-Out
carabiner enables
the pilot to
release one or
both sides of the
main during
an emergency.

Skyfloating in Australia
A lot of interest was raised by Colin Lark’s article on ‘Skyfloating’.
The ‘Discovery’ hang glider, designed by Bill Pain, has become a
hit with a growing number of British pilots. It is also an ideal glider
for paraglider pilots considering a conversion to hang gliding. By
backing off the cross bar tension, the Discovery 160 and 195 can
now be used as a training glider. With the normal tension settings
the wing ensures safe and easy progression to cross country flying.
Unfortunately, for those interested in the Discovery, as far as I am
aware, it is only available in Britain from Offpiste Limited,
52 Long St., Dursley Glos GL11 4JB. Ph: +44 1453 546991,
Fax: +44 1453 54637. The glider retails for £1,650 (incl. VAT)
in Britain.
For those interested in similar gliders in Australia, I suggest
to contact Airborne or Moyes for information or testflights, maybe
someone would like to write about their experiences afterwards.
The Moyes ‘XCEL’ is a glider of similar handling and
performance and Airborne’s ‘BUZZ’ has the potential to satisfy
pilots looking for the Skyfloating experience in Australia. Both
are marketed as beginners gliders, due to their safe and easy
characteristics, but have the same potential as the Discovery to
be used for enjoyable flying in light and thermic conditions
without the stress of most high performance gliders.
Suzy Gneist

PARAGLIDER PILOTS

TO WING THIS
SUMM E R ?
WHY NOT GO HANDS FREE WITH THE NEW “HY-STEP”

FOOT RELEASE TOW BRIDLE
Finally a bridle that lets you keep your hands on the brakes for
safe and efficient release from tow at any time. Under full tension
or in the roughest air it allows you to maintain complete control
of your wing. No more bridle flick back and possible eye injury.
Here’s what the experts say:
It’s simple… the most effective release designed yet.
Lee Scott, High Adventure Air Park
The safest and best release I’ve ever used.
Rob Schroettner, Nova Australia
Safe, reliable and very easy to use. Excellent, allows
instant hands free ping off. Very popular here in W.A.
Jiri Hlavaty, W.A. Paragliding Academy
It’s a necessary ingredient for safe towing.
Phil Hystek, Silent Sky Sports (a biased opinion)
$60 from most good equipment retailers or direct from:

SILENT SKY SPORTS

Include $5 postage as well as your height in cm.

ATTENTION ALL EXPERIENCED
X-C PARAGLIDER PILOTS

LO O K I N G FO R
BI G km’s ?
Silent Sky Sports is organising a tow trip to Mitchell,
800km N/W of Brisbane, the site of the current unofficial
Australian paragliding distance record of 206km.
Departing Canungra 9 November 1996
Towing 10 thru to 15 November 1996
Returning 16 November 1996
Towing from the 1,500m Mitchell (sealed) aerodrome
with our super smooth stationary winch.
The average conditions at Mitchell in November are BIG,
e.g. high bases and big lift with possible moderate winds.
Everything needed for BIG distances and a new Oz record.
Towing & retrieves $80 per day (transport extra).
If this sounds like you then call or fax Phil Hystek at:

SILENT SKY SPORTS
Ph/ Fax 07 5543 7237

P.O. Box 61 Canungra Queensland 4275
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NEWS
Don’t get blown away!

Australian innovator John Gilpin
has come up with a lightweight
tie down for trikes and hang
gliders available from Ultralight
Flying Machines. The ‘Screw-It’
system consists of a flat plate
screw, fitted to a lightweight
steel stake. The pegs are simply
screwed in for a solid result,
both fixing and removal are
quick and easy. The pegs work
equally in hard or soft ground
and no hammers are needed.
The Screw-It system comes
with 3 pegs, instructions and
a carry bag and costs $34.
5-peg-kits are also available. ■

nother month passes at the Conondale Cross Country Fliers
Club and the weather is finally improving. 30kt westerlies
put a damper on most flying but John ‘Blaino’ Blain managed a
good one from Eggins, after sneaking over the back with enough
height. After meeting a convergence, he was able to gain good
height and almost made it to Caloundra while remaining
completely legal.
Sky Adventure
Much entertainment was provided by the Crerars and their
Sky Adventure, Fantasies of Free ute recently. If we didn’t have a good fly, we at least had some
Flight is a 262 page book of inspi- fun at the end of the day searching for Bruce’s ute in the bushes.
rational, educational and humourous You really should get that handbrake fixed!
On a more somber note: Several paraglider pilots have been
flying stories and adventures. Edited
launching from our Westerly sites. Although this is not unwelcome,
by Jim and Maggie Palmieri and
I would like to remind the pilots to please check with a regular
illustrated by Mike Vorhis, the
book will be available from Skydog flyer beforehand to ensure you do not breach the site rules.
It wouldn’t be the first time a site was lost due to a seemingly
Publications, 6511 Deepwoods
Dr, Ranoke VA 24018-7645, USA insignificant occurrence.
Several events are planned for the coming weeks. The September
for US$14.99.
■
meeting will be held on the Friday night of our club comp (13,14,15
Cross Country on the Net
Sept) at Blaino’s house. It’s a BYO BBQ. Mark is planning a chute
The new Cross Country magazine throwing and packing night and a mid-November weekend will be
web page can be found at:
held in the Esk area. We are planning to do some aerotowing with
http://www.planetb.fr/xcountry
Phil Pritchard. So, for all those who love aerotowing: You can complete
Cross Country’s email address is: your endorsement for free on this weekend. Our next club meeting
xcountry@planetb.fr
■ will be held on the same weekend, Saturday night.
Ian Pender

One of the pictures
featured in
“Sky Adventure,
Fantasies of
Free Flight”.
Photo: John Heiney

Flying at Manilla, site
of the 1997
PG Nationals.
Photo:
Godfrey Wenness

L

ast year I spend a memorable
week at the Women’s Fly In
and Training Clinic in Bright
and would like to thank the
organisers for their hard work.
There were workshops on
cross country flying, talks on
meteorology and lectures by
Vicki de Prazer from the AIS
about mental attitude. Although
the flying conditions were far
from pumping last year, we did
fly, and the instructors on hand
made sure our learning curve was
steep. It was a great chance to
make friends with other pilots,
not all of whom were female.
I’m looking forward to better
flying at this year’s National
Women’s Fly In and Clinic.
It will be held in November
at Manilla, NSW. So, join in
the fun, organise a car pool
and register today!
Jörj Adamson
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Castejón Pre Worlds
More than 150 pilots from
around the world met for the
paragliding pre-worlds held in
Castejón de Sos. After several
days of bad weather, with strong
wind in the morning, thunderstorms in the afternoon and no
tasks, the competition went
finally under way on Sunday
28 July 96. An 85km task was
finished by 11 pilots in excellent
conditions. Next day’s task was
a 77.5km race from Liri, which
saw 78 pilots at goal.
The results after 3 tasks were:
1. David Dagault (F) Xenon 26
2. Peter Brinkeby (S) XMX
3. John Pendry (UK) Alto Xtreme
4. Bruce Goldsmith (UK) XMX
5. Fred Escaiba (F) Xenon 24
Best Australian was 16th Ian Ladyman (Contest), followed by 19th
Fred Gungl (Xenon 26) and
33rd Ron McKenzie (Sector). ■

1996 Queensland State Paragliding Titles
Local pilots are running the Paragliding Titles again in the SE area
of Queensland from 7-10 November. To maximise numbers it will
be held prior to the Women’s Flying Skills Clinic in Manilla. If you
want to experience some XC flying or just a great long weekend
with fun events, achievable goals and tasks, make the trip up to
sunny Queensland and fly your personal best. The $10 nominal fee
is payable to Canungra Hang Gliding Club and includes a BBQ,
on the spot prizes and trophies. For more information call Andrew
Horchner, 07 33661787 (h), 017 807516 (mob) or Keith Allen,
0412 255879 (mob).
Keith Allen

1996-97 State of Origin Paragliding Series
The Canungra Hang Gliding Club and the Sydney Paragliding
Club are running a paragliding interclub competition series. Other
Australian clubs can amalgamate with the Canungra or the Sydney
clubs to form a unified state team. The series is run over 3 weekends
starting 5 to 7 October at Manilla. The 2nd round will be
incorporated with the ’96 Queensland State Paragliding Titles,
7 to 10 November and the 3rd will be in January at Manilla, dates
to come. No participation fees apply.
It’s all about:
• Attainable tasks, fun, learning
• Getting ready for more serious competitions
• Introduction to competitions
On offer are:
• Lifts up the hill at $3 a go courtesy of Manilla Paragliding
• Prizes for all grades with a handicap system
• Winner each weekend.
Earn your State of Origin shirt complete with name!
The above competitions have been devised by the Queensland
club to raise the pilot skill levels in a fun and safe way.
Refer to relevant club for details or contact: Andrew Horchner, 017
807516 Canungra, Keith Allen, 0412 255879 (mob) Canungra or
Deirdre Skillen 02 97275087 (h) Sydney.
Keith Allen

1997 Australian Paragliding Open – Manilla
The competition will be held at Manilla, 330km NW of Sydney
from 28 Feb. to 8 March 1997. Register on 28 Feb. and 1 March,
8:30-9:00am at Manilla Town Hall HQ. The official briefing will
be held 9:00am, 1 March at HQ. Official practise day is 28 Feb.,
Competition days are 1-8 March. Presentation: Saturday 8 March.
1st prize: Flytec 4030 (GPS Access) & Gold Manilla Eagle trophy,
2nd prize: Garmin GPS 45 & Silver Manilla Eagle trophy,
3rd prize: Hanwag Fly 2000 flying boots & Bronze Manilla Eagle
trophy. Prizes for best intermediate (Ezy-Eyes sunglasses & Manilla
Eagle trophy), best female (Skywatch wind meter) and a host of
T-shirts and day prizes.
Sanctioning: HGFA National ladder ‘A’ (highest value PG comp
for the season) and FAI/CIVL cat. 2 (placings go towards
international pilot rankings).
Entry Fee: $150 before 14 Feb. 97, $170 thereafter. Includes posted
info pack with early registration, films (back up films at extra cost),
limited up hill/re-fly transport, T-shirt, Uncle Toby’s snack food at
briefings, presentation night dinner and entertainment. GPS
waypoint data for the region will be available for downloading (no
responsibility taken, however).
Requirements: Intermediate with inland experience, databack
camera, UHF radio, reserve. Minimum recommended map is
NATMAP SH 56-9, 1:250,000 ‘Manilla’, NRMA road maps are
also useful for long tasks.
Attention novices and non-comp pilots: Wind techs are always
very welcome and can win a daily prize.
Pay ‘Manilla Comps’ by cheque, money order or credit card, and
send to “The Mountain”, Manilla NSW 2346.
For more information contact Godfrey Wenness, phone
067 856545 or fax 067 856546.
■

W

e had a good crowd turn up for the August meeting of the
Sydney Hang Gliding Club. The idea of new sub-committees
was received very well and over a dozen people volunteered for
various projects, including the Sydney region Inter-Club comp,
guides for new members, contact lists, starting a telephone
“Messagebank” service and a site guide for the local area.
The first round of the Inter-Club competition will be run by
Lower Blue Mountains Club and held at Lee and Robin Scott’s
Airpark just north of Taree on the October long weekend. If we
have a good turn out, it should make for a great party to rival
Knorrits Flat last year.
If you’re new to our area or just want to check out the meetings,
ring any of the committee for info or just come to the Moyes loft
on the second Monday of the month 7:30 p.m.
Mark Hellier

L

ower Blue Mountains Hang Gliding Club had a busy month.
At the July meeting a parachute deployment seminar was held.
Thanks to Paul Hunt and David Phillips who recounted their recent
experiences under ‘silk’ at Blackheath and Forrest Park who gave a
talk covering parachute types, materials of manufacture, care, pitfalls
to avoid, pre-flight checks and general safety.
The first round of the interclub contest is scheduled at Lee
Scott’s on the October long week end (4-6). in addition, preparations
for the Corryong Cup are under way, jointly organised by the Blue
Mountains club and Chuck and Sue Conners from Illawarra.
Our club has also organised a tour of the Bureau of
Meteorology for late September. Interested pilots from other clubs
are welcome, although numbers are limited. First in best dressed.
Contact us on 02 96286245 for bookings or more information.
Graeme Garlick

IQ Competition GPS (New Model).
IQ Classic.
Basis SP.
Contact Airborne for a brochure on
the complete range of Bräuniger
Altimeter/Vario’s and accessories.
Available with hang glider or paraglider
mounting brackets.
AirBorne Windsports Pty Ltd
PO Box 42 Redhead NSW 2290
Ph: (+61) 049 449199 Fax: (+61) 049 449395

O P E R AT I O N S M A N A G E R ’S R E P O R T
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Photo: Paul Murdoch

he HGFA
Microlight
Registration
Database is now
maintained in the
Tumut head
office. Thanks
must go to Nev
Hoger of Mackay
for his valuable
contribution in
looking after
registrations
for us for the
past few years –
good on ya Nev!

Safety Officer Workshops
I recently conducted a Safety Officer Workshop
in Canberra and must congratulate SSO Peter
Dall and the club for the number
of keen Safety Officers attending. One area that
was particularly impressive was in regard to
accident contingency plans. Club Safety Officers
had approached local rescue services and
discussed appropriate action in the event of an
accident. An important part of this procedure is
to ensure that the Police, Ambulance and
Rescue services are made aware of the location
of our more popular sites. This can save
valuable time in locating an injured pilot. How
does your club rate it
the area of accident contingency plans?

Operations Manual Amendments
I have recently been working on some
amendments to the Operations Manual.
These have been submitted for CASA
approval and will be issued in due course.
Amendments include:
• the amended HGFA Constitution re
disciplinary action;
• criteria for a hang gliding & paragliding
Motorised Endorsement;
• pilot responsibilities in regard to land owners
(as per my June report);
• the new HGFA Committee structure;
• amended CAO 95.10 & 95.32;
• requirements in regard to who carries out
maintenance on microlights used for training;
• other corrections and minor inclusions.
When looking through the Manual, I notice that
Section 2.3.2.2 (b) states that among my
responsibilities as Operations Manager, I must
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“be responsible for the overall control and
supervision of hang gliders, paragliders and
weightshift microlights and to ensure that these
operations satisfy the requirements of the CARs
and relevant CAOs.” What a job spec – no
wonder I can’t sleep at night! In the interest of
gaining more sleep I have inserted the words
“seek to” before “ensure”. Obviously, I cannot
be in 3,000 places at once, so I must rely on
each of you to assist in “seeking to ensure
compliance”. Thanks y’all.

Microlight Registrations
Some microlight owners have been slow in
renewing their aircraft registration – and are
therefore operating illegally. This would also
mean that the HGFA Third Party Insurance
would be void. In an attempt to foster
compliance, henceforth once a registration
expires, owners will be required to re-register
the aircraft – for the usual initial registration fee
of $100 rather than the $50 renewal fee. This
re-registration will need to have supporting
documentation demonstrating that the aircraft
still complies with the standard to which it was
initially certified. Please check that your aircraft
registration is current.

Competition Organisers’ Handbook
In response to requests for assistance in
organising and conducting competitions and
fly-ins, I have recently drafted a Competition
Organiser’s Handbook. The Handbook would be
valuable to anyone considering hosting
any event, be it a National Ladder Competition
or a weekend fly-in. It will be available from the
Tumut office soon.
One inclusion I would like to mention is in
regard to Protest Committees – I quote from the
Handbook:
“It is critical to instruct Protest Committee
members in regard to their duties. Specifically,
these duties are to make decisions on any
protest in accordance with the Rules of the
event. Where these Rules are ambiguous or do
not provide guidance in regard to the specific
circumstances leading to the Protest, the
Committee must then decide an appropriate
course of action. It is a common misconception
among pilots that a Protest Committee may
make decisions contrary to written Rules of a
Competition – this is not
the case.

Accidents
No. 1
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:

Restricted Pilot
2 hours
Novice/intermediate
hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Nil
Aircraft Damage: Broken LE & keel
Weather:
20 knots, light turbulence
Location:
Coastal soaring site
Description:
After soaring for about 30 minutes, wind
strength increased to 25-30 knots. Pilot had
been instructed to land on beach but found
he could not penetrate into wind. On increasing
airspeed he descended while
being blown backwards, landed on rim of hill,
unable to control glider, nose lifted and glider
rolled backwards over fence, coming to rest
upside down.
Comments:
It appears that the pilot was not able to quickly
transfer a hand to an upright to gain added
pitch control. It is not unusual for the wind to
strengthen during the afternoon at this site,
pilot failed to land while conditions allowed.
No. 2
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Weather:
Location:

Intermediate Pilot
66 hours
Standard paraglider
Three cracked vertebrae
Nil – Extensive damage
to back-plate harness
5-10kt wind, nil turbulence
Inland landing field

Description:
On arriving above the small landing field,
the pilot found the wind more crossed than
expected, commenced “S” turns to lose height
and on last turn ended up heading for a group
of pine trees. Pilot turned steeply away from the
trees, lost height rapidly and hit the ground
whilst still seated, fracturing three vertebrae.
Comments:
A poorly set up approach and the fact that
the ground rises substantially beneath and in
front of the trees, combined with the sudden
height loss during the final turn contributed to
the accident. The landing field was very tight,
the SSO reviewing the accident suggested that
the field should be limited to advanced pilot
use. It is important to drop out of the seat/

harness into a hang position early in
the landing circuit (this applies equally to
hang gliders and paragliders).

Intermediate Pilot
150 hours
High performance
hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Dislocated elbow
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather:
3-5kt wind, nil turbulence
Location:
Inland landing field

watching the squall moving slowly closer for
about 30 minutes, the pilot decided to land and
commenced slipping turns to lose altitude. The
squall appeared to approach more rapidly
bringing strong wind (25-30+ kt) and severe
turbulence. Despite attempts to lose altitude the
pilot was carried from 600’ to 900’ very quickly.
Unable to make forward progress to the beach
in front, the pilot opted to fly over the headland
to land on a beach on the other side. On
descent the pilot encountered extreme rotor
turbulence and landed just short of the beach in
knee deep water – unscathed.

Description:
The other pilots flying had headed off crosscountry. Pilot eventually lost height and headed
for the landing field. Pilot misjudged wind
direction and landed cross-tailwind. The chosen
approach was also slightly down slope and as
the pilot approached a tall cluster of trees he
was forced to flare early and nosed in holding
onto control frame, dislocating elbow.

Comments:
Lucky boy! The SSO reporting the accident
made the following comments (with which
I certainly agree): Never take a squall line
lightly, always land well before it and the
accompanying increase in wind strength
arrives. More experienced pilots should take
it upon themselves to alert other pilots in the air
of potentially dangerous situations.

No. 3
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:

Comments:
The pilot was new to the glider, not having
previously flown it inland and though he had
flown the site in the past, was not familiar with
the regular landing field (another larger
paddock adjacent the one chosen is usually
used). Several suggestions were provided with
the report: Always check out the landing area
before flying a site, ask pilots who know the
site about the landing area and conditions
prior to taking off, let go of uprights after full
flare if impact is inevitable. I agree with these
suggestions, though I would add that when
flying cross country the choice of landing field
and direction must be made from the air; it is
therefore important to allow adequate height to
be able to assess wind direction and landing
field suitability.
No. 4
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Weather:
Location:

Restricted Pilot
2 hours
Intermediate hang glider
Nil
Nil
25-30kt wind, strong
turbulence
Coastal soaring site

Description:
Soaring a coastal headland in moderate
conditions (15kt, nil turbulence) pilot noticed
a squall approaching over the ocean. After

No. 5
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:

Restricted Pilot
11 hours
Standard paraglider
Fractured coccyx, bruising and
lacerations
Aircraft Damage: Torn, cut and stretched lines
Weather:
8-10kt wind, light turbulence
Location:
Coastal cliff soaring site with
a rounded launch
Description:
Pilot launched and made several passes,
maintaining height at first, then losing height
through a turn and dropping below the cliff top.
Pilot then scratched close to the cliff turning in
and out with the curve of the cliff face,
constantly losing height. As a large curve in the
cliff approached the pilot attempted to turn out
around it, glider did not respond, realising he
was going to hit the cliff face the pilot stalled
the glider and hit the cliff feet first at a speed of
around 5kt. He was spun around and impacted
the cliff backwards, fell down the face briefly
until canopy snagged and lines stopped the fall,
suffering broken tailbone, cuts to hands and
severe bruising to upper legs.
Comments:
The pilot persisted in trying to soar though
he was losing height, should have aborted
the soaring attempt and headed for the beach
much earlier.

No. 6
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:

Intermediate Pilot
134 hours
High performance
hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Broken humerus
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather:
Light wind, nil turbulence
Location:
Coastal landing field
Description:
On final landing approach, the pilot overshot the
landing paddock and with obstructions
approaching, dragged feet, flared and nosed-in
with arm fully extended and holding onto
upright, arm broke above the elbow.
Comments:
This accident occurred a while back but
still carries a lesson. The pilot had previously
broken the arm in the same place and had
not given the break time to adequately heal.
Pilots returning after injury should carefully pick
suitable flying conditions. Wheels on
the base bar would have likely prevented
this injury.
No. 7
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:

Pilot Certificate holder
108 hours
Two-place microlight
Broken vertebra in neck,
4 broken ribs, punctured lung,
dislocated shoulders,
concussion
Aircraft Damage: Total write-off
Weather:
0-10 kt wind, light turbulence
Location:
Inland grass landing strip
Description:
Having throttled off on final landing approach
into a tight landing field, as the pilot passed low
over trees, turbulence was encountered which
turned aircraft just enough to clip a tree with a
wingtip, the wing stalled, aircraft and pilot fell
to ground. Pilot suffered major injuries.
Comments:
One must question the suitability of this strip.
The pilot states: “This strip is too tight with no
margin for the slightest error, even though I
have used it many times before, I will never use
it again.”
It is always easy after!
Fly safely,
Craig Worth
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Yass at 2,000ft

Free Flying
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Easter had finally arrived and with
all our assignments up to date, it
was time to get some air. Eagerly
Sully, Bloggs, Gungho and myself
watched the weather reports and
threw about some ideas. “Looks
like it’s going to be a westerly
again”, said Gungho…
PA U L ( B U N G Y ) M O R A N

W

e decided to give Lanyon and Spring a miss and
headed for Blacks Range. This had proved to be
an illusive site, none of us knew exactly where it was.
We drove around aimlessly for an hour until we just
happened to meet the land owner. We introduced
ourselves, asked permission and before we knew it,
we were at 850ft, on top of the hill.
It was still a bit light for a hangie to ridge soar, but the
day was looking good. Cloud base was about 1,000ft
above the hill and by midday there were some consistent
cycles starting to suck. We set up our gliders and spun the
bottle to decide the launch order – this is “Team XTreme”
protocol at its finest. I thought myself lucky to be taking
off last, with the other three in the air I would have the
chance to spot the best lift. As it happened, we all ended
up scratching out the front in some pretty woeful lift. But
our persistence paid off and after about ten minutes most
of us were 500ft above take-off. The lift up there seemed a
bit smoother, even though it was only 200’s up, and the
view over the back was just awesome.

A

road over the back seemed to be heading towards Yass
and although the lift was light, it was consistent, and
the drift headed for that road – and ultimately Yass. I
decided to give it a go in the next good thermal.
“Hey, this is it”, as the vario showed a good 400ft/min
up. The thermal topped out at 1,000ft above take-off but
I managed to stay with it and drift in zeros. Looking back,
I could see the others still scratching above the hill, while I
had a grin from ear to ear. There is no bomb-out for
about 3km over the back, so it could get sketchy if I lost
this thermal. Once I decided that my glide was sufficient
to reach the road, I headed tailwind towards
a good landing paddock. At about 700ft AGL I found
another core of about 600’s up which took me back to
a couple of grand above the deck. Wow, a couple more of
these babies and I could reach the pub at Bowning.
The drift was good but heading more toward Yass
than the Bowning pub. Not to worry, Yass also has a pub.

Above the new McDonalds I was getting a bit low, so I
radioed the guys to tell them that’s where I’d be, unless
they heard otherwise. I found a bit of lift just south of
Maca’s and worked it back to 1,500ft above. From here I
should make the river banks of Yass and
I can almost taste that first beer. Next thing I knew,
I was circling in 50’s and zeros on the outskirts of what
now looked like a huge town. The drift took me down the
main street. I was still only 1,500ft above and it took
forever to finally drift over the town. Flying one handed
circles in no lift, surrounded by sink and low over a town
can be quite hairy while you’re trying to reel off some
turnpoint snaps.

F

inally over Yass, I realised that I missed the pub, but
isn’t there a pub in Murrumbateman? As I followed the
old road out of Yass, I linked up with the Hume highway
where it becomes single lane. The drift seemed to be
heading towards Goulburn, and the task of getting to the
pub suddenly became a lot harder because I had to fly
crosswind. The thermals were only taking me to about
2,000ft AGL, so getting across to the next core was
becoming a tad hairy. With a little luck I pulled
off some low saves and continue on my merry way for
a little longer.
My flight eventually came to an end. I pulled up
a few kilometres short of Murrumbateman and after
packing my glider, I waited. About an hour later the
others had found me and we loaded my glider on the
car and headed off to the pub for an ale. We got to
town only to find that the pub was shut for Good Friday
– I guess you can’t expect miracles.

T

he flight in my Moyes XT 165 had lasted two hours
and totalled about 40km (allowing for the turnpoint).
As I lay in bed that night, unable to sleep, still grinning
from ear to ear, I came to the conclusion that the flight
is always sweeter when everyone else is in the bomb-out.
Thanks to the other guys, for the retrieve and
putting up with my persistent gabble all the
way home.

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Weighs only 2.5 kg
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hotline seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation approved
parachute Rigger “B”
9. Free ownerʼs manual with every parachute
10. Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Phone: 07 38901716
Fax: 07 38901718

HIGH ADVENTURE FLIGHT TOURS 96 & 97
Yes! for the 6th year in a row we are conducting yet another quality
flight tour for Novice to Advance Hang and Para pilots in the
Camden Haven and Manilla flight areas.
Be a part of the fun and the team that are there to guarantee you
a good time and help you advance in your flying.
Requirements: HGFA Novice rating minimum, parachute, UHF
radio, Tow endorsement (Foot & Aero) and relevant tow equipment.
Included in the tour: As always, accommodation and breakfast
will be supplied (no need to bring sleeping bags), transport to and
from all flight sites and X-country retrieval, Aero and winch towing.
Please Note: If you have neither a foot or Aero tow endorsement,
High Adventure will be conducting these endorsements a month
prior to the tour dates at a 50% discount off our normal prices to
tour participants only. Tow equipment will be offered with the
discounted package as well.
DATES: 14 December 96 to 21 December 96, all inclusive.

FLY the USA in 97
Fly the sites of L.A., Owens Valley,
Las Vegas, Utah, Oregon and the famous
flatland X-country area of Chelan for
12 days, then fly to Florida for 5 days of
aero towing behind the Dragon Fly and
maybe visit Disney World just up the road,
to get some photos for the kids of course.
Sit back and relax with High Adventureʼs
experienced team and travel in a new
10 seat airconditioned bus with trailer and
prepare for the flight tour of a lifetime.
Plan ahead now! Limited space available.
The first 12 days are suitable for both
Hang and Paraglider pilots.

For more details on all tour schedules contact Lee Scott on 065 565265 NOW!
High Adventure, Pacific Highway, Johns River NSW 2443
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Geehi
or Bust
Rob Schroettner gliding towards Geehi.

Another trip to mighty Corryong?
– Oh well, if we must. The forecast looked
good and I needed no arm twisting to go
flying for a few days. Time to throw the
gear in the Landy, hitch up the trailer
and pick up my sister Michelle.

I

’d persuaded her to come along for a break. “Look, I’ll even let
you drive and give you a radio to play with”. “Gee, thanks Pete”.
When we arrive at Rob Schroettner’s place, he’s still packing, as
usual. Bags are scattered all over the lawn, so I start stuffing them all
in the trailer.
Six hours later, we cruise into Bringenbrong on the New South
Wales and Victorian border. Camp is set up on the beautiful river
bank, a billy quickly boiled and we hit the sack. The legendary
“Bega Bill” Roberts rocks up in the middle of the night while we’re
still trying to ignore the local possums. Throughout the night they
use our tent canvases as trampolines and scatter the contents of a
weet-bix packet around the camp site.
In the morning, we head into town to meet the one local hang
glider pilot, Wayne Potocky, to see if he’s going to fly with us today.
Geez, time to get up the hill, there’s some nice cu’s starting to form.
Rob’s been talking about flying to Geehi for a while now. We’ve both
been scanning maps and checking out landing options, but the glide
into Geehi is 8km across huge gum trees with no roads or landing
sites. We just had to wait for the right day with a good base, drift and
a driver to cross that tiger country.
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Local hangie Wayne Potocky, also a first to Geehi!

Photos: Peter Bowyer

For today we’d planned to fly in the local triangle between
Mt Elliot, Walwa and Tintaldra, so it would be a breeze for Michelle
to pick us up.
We are all setting up on launch, Wayne with his hangie, Bill with
his Phocus, Rob with the Xenon. There are some nice cycles coming
through with some seductive cu’s high above. I can’t wait to get in
the air and quickly unroll my Xyon, launching into the next cycle.
Mt Elliot works as always and gives me the usual elevator ride to
cloudbase. Base is at 9,000ft and I’m keen to get going. The other
guys have launched and are climbing out as I impatiently start on a
glide to Mittamatite. Looking over my shoulder a few minutes later,
I notice Bill and Rob gliding off in the opposite direction towards
Khancoban. It suddenly clicked – Geehi, yeah, of course!
When I check my radio I realise that I can only receive and not
transmit, so I head back to Elliot, back up to base and start to catch
up. Suddenly everything falls into place, great thermals, clouds
developing and, best of all, a tailwind. Heading towards Khancoban
I see Rob ahead. He’s at base and appears to be heading off to top
up in another thermal. I catch up with Bill and we eventually succeed
at working broken lift to base and both head off in pursuit of Rob.

Free Flying

We approach the Indi range and cross easily to the lee side where a nice cloud is forming.
Here we have to maximise our height and remain as high as possible. In the distance I can
see Rob on final glide and try to assess his progress. Bill and I have now topped out at
9,000ft. It’s decision time. The drift is good and soon there will be no turning back. I look
at the glide into Geehi, the tiger country, Bill, back at the tiger – and decide to go for it.
Soon afterwards we both hit sink, but Bill gets really drilled so I immediately turn away
from him. Rob comes over the radio: “I’ve made it OK, but had 2-3m/s sink the whole way.
Make sure you’ve got heaps of height”. Bill responds: “It’s too late, I’m committed”. I start to
get worried about my own glide as I look down at Bill, who continues to sink towards the
tree tops. I can’t take my eyes off him. Just before Geehi, there is a small spur leading down
to the river where Bill suddenly hits a thermal – Phew! I go over the back of the spur where
Rob is searching for lee side thermals off the range. We both pick up some weak lift, enough
to make the glide into the Geehi airstrip. Now that the pressure is off, I go on a glide towards
the main range, pick up a thermal and soak up the incredible panorama of Mt Kosciusko
and Mt Townsend, Australia’s highest mountains.
After taking a couple of photos I head for the airstrip by the river. There is a nice big
windsock and a beautiful grassy paddock. Luckily Rob has contacted my sister on UHF
and has told her the good news. Unfortunately, Geehi isn’t on the map we left her with, so
it might take a while. We don’t care, we are all pretty ecstatic with the day’s flying and have
achieved one of our goals by being the first paragliders to cross into Geehi. Although the
total distance of the flight was only 22km, the main challenge had been to cross
the tiger country by paraglider, knowing that there is nowhere to land.
Peter Bowyer can be contacted at Australian Paragliding Tours in Sydney, ph/fax 02 95254175.
The view of the main
range, Mt Kosciusko
and Mt Townsend.

Below: Pointing my toes
on final glide.
Photos: Peter Bowyer
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HANG GLIDERS AND EQUIPMENT

New South Wales
Airborne Blade 141 exp int, EC, flies nicely,
Kevlar LE, lt & dk blue US, $3,000. Will trade
intermediate glider. Ph: Craig Worth
065 592713.
Blade 132, exp int, EC, low hrs, $2,500 &
Foil 139 Combat II, exp int, VGC, low hrs,
$1,500 with spare upright. Ph: Jenny
068 514148.
Aero 170, suitable novice to intermediate, has
new wires & battens, in good condition, ideal
as first glider, only $1450.
Sting 166, suitable novice to intermediate, in
good condition, air frame fully checked out &
ready to go, only $1,600.
Sting 154, suitable novice to intermediate, in
very good condition, fully checked out, first to
see will buy at this price of only $2,500. Free
test flights available of all aircraft.
Harness Moyes X-act with parachute, suit
pilot height of 5’6” to 5’9”, only $550 bargain.
Ph: Lee Scott 065 565265 all hours.
Desire 151 int, a great looking glider with
pastel colours & enterprise logo on top. Still
very crisp & only 40hrs airtime, $1,700, will
deliver. Ph: Peter 042 942550.
Foil 150B Race exp int, in EC for $1,300. Ph:
Dane Snelling 02 99799069 or 02 99384420.
Foil 160B int, was owned by IMB Credit Union
for 8 yrs & used for TV ad, $1,000
or to highest bidder, proceeds go to support
‘Aunties & Uncles’ program. Ph: David Smith
from Shoalcare 044 230044.

Moyes Mission 170 nov, electric blue LE,
fluoro pink/yellow US, faired kingpost,
speedbar, landing wheels, 2 spare down tubes,
batten profile & manual. Ideal 1st glider, EC
$1,550. Ph: Geoff 02 99707569 (h), 02
99302515 (w).
Moyes Mission 170 nov, low hrs, new wires,
faired kingpost, speed bar, landing wheels, 1
spare downtube & batten profile, EC, $1,000.
Sjöstrom vario-Alt VA-1, as new condition,
$450. Ph: Andrew 02 95205257.

Blade Race 141 exp int, bought new Sept 95.
120 hrs, never pranged, LE & sail still look
brand new, $2,400 to a good home. Ph: 049
430158, Newcastle.*

Sting 118 nov/int, 20 hrs, still crisp, rainbow
colours, $1,900. Ph: Rick 049 343578.
Sting 118 nov/int, Mylar LE, Aerosafe (rubber
backed) uprights, speed bar, also spare upright.
EC with tight, clean sail. White with lilac LE.
Hook in weight 45-75kg. $1,800 ono. Ph:
Forrest on 02 4502674 or Dolores on 047
362605.

Aero 170 nov/int, EC hardly used, forced sale
$1,400. Ph: Rob 02 99994395.*
Aero 170 nov/int, older model, but only 45 hrs,
GC, some new parts $1,100, also
Xtralite 137 exp int, lilac US, white LE, mylar
TS, 160 hrs. Flies well, looks a bit tatty, cheap
at $1,900. Ph: Nick Dillane 014 923225 or 039
4295677 leave message.*

Blade 141 exp int, Kevlar LE, red & grey US.
Good condition, nice light handling, tuned and
streamlined for competition. 71⁄2 min set up,
$2350, also
Flytec 3030 Professional ± 2000fpm vario,
averager, 2 altimeters, ASI function, clock &

Blitz 155 exp int, fluoro yellow T&B, purple LE,
good condition $1,500. Harness Blackhawk
pod, suit 6’2-6’4 pilot, $140. UHF radio Icom
40G, as new $440. Helmet Aerodyne, white,
large, $80. Parachute PA as new $480. Ph:
Steven 049 294926 (w), 049 577660 (h).*
Foil 152 Combat exp int, tight sail, pale pink
LE, blue/green US, speed bar. Reason for sale:
small pilot, glider a little too big, $800 ono. Also
handheld 40ch UHF Uniden radio UH-055,
channel & group scan $275. Ph: Steve 065
558091 (h), 065 545700 (w),
0412 005586 (mob).*

XS155 Mark 2 Nov 92, exp int, low hrs, grey
US, white Power weave TS, Scrim LE, EC, +
Tracer harness, suit 5’7 to 6’, with new
parachute. Will sell the lot for best offer. Ph:
Paula 049 499270.

Blade 141 exp int, 18 mths old, EC, yellow &
purple, never been bent, $2,500. Ph: Troy 049
661089 (w), 049 633281 (h).*

timer, flight recorder & electr. baragraph. User
setable volume, averager time (0-30 sec)
sensitivities, delays, thresholds and much
more. Choose metric or English units. Factory
modified for normal 9v batteries (50-100 hr
each). Speed to fly transparency. Computer
download and ‘logbook’ software (on 31⁄2 “
FD). Printer & computer cables available, $750.
Ph: Len 068 537220.*

Foil 150 B Race exp int, in excellent condition,
$1,300. Ph: Dane Snelling
02 997 99069 or 02 993 84420.*
Gyro 162 nov, $800 EC, pink LE, white TE, exc.
for beginner, have photo. Ph: William O’Louglin
018 772887.*
Gyro II 180 nov, 40 hrs, immaculate, rainbow
TS, blue mylar LE, reinforced TE, wing tip
protectors, $850 ono. Ph: Geoff Rees 043
285092. *
Moyes XS 155 exp int, king post hang, EC,
nothing replaced, approx. 40 hrs, 2nd owner,
$950 ono. Ph: Simon 049 217136 (w), 049
571714 (h), 018 675905 (mob).*

Moyes XT Pro 165 int, white/blue with fluoro
yellow LE, only 10 hrs flying time, EC $2,700.
Pod harness to suit 6’ person $450, UHF
Electrophone with spare battery $420, 20’
reserve chute $400, Bräuniger Alto Vario
“Basis” $380, Moyes towing bridle $70. All
above as new, neg. Ph: Ralph
063 322032 or 018 635983. *

XT 145 int, bright colours, low hrs, EC, one
owner. Ph: 042 942631.*
Xtralite 137 exp int, fluoro yellow LE, blue/red
US, white TS, 20 hrs, 2 yrs old, no prangs, as
brand new $3,750 ono. Ph: Gary 043 344866
or 014 601308.*
Xtralite 147 exp int, 2 yrs old, great condition,
$2,500 ono. Ph: Tim 042 948110.*

Queensland
Aluminium roof rack to fit late model Nissan
Patrol wagon. Runs full length of roof, 6 legs
into gutter, ply floor, carries 6 gliders easily,
$550. Ph: Mark 074 416423 (h).
Ball 651 vario/altimeter in EC. Twin batteries,
selectable alarms, alarm volume, easy to read
analogue dial, digital altimeter in 10’
increments. Complete with case & mounting
brackets, $300 or will swap for anything of
value. Ph: Jerry Furnell
07 55710389 or 018 756949.
Icom A22 VHF radio, still in box, never used,
$650. Ph: 07 32000882 anytime.
HG reserve chute P.A. 18 panel, never
deployed, regularly aired & repacked, Recc,
180lb optimum, GC, $320, also
Cocoon harness black, GC, $120.
Ph: Damien 07 32176137 (h), 015 731174.
GTR 151 parts cross bars, king post, base
tube, glass tips, LE bars. Any reasonable offer.
Ph: Wayne 07 55333719.

The new world standard
FLYTEC 4010 REAL-TIME
Altimeter
Variometer
Integrator
Real-time, Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display

FLYTEC 4020 PROFESSIONAL
Altimeter
Variometer
Integrator
Barograph
Real-time, Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display
Polar recording
FlyChart 4.0 for Windows

with
GPS-ACCESS

FLYTEC 4030 GPS-ACCESS
Altimeter
Variometer
Integrator
Barograph
Glide-ratio computer
GPS flight data evaluation
(GPS option)
Final approach computer
Real-time, Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display
Polar recording
FlyChart 4.0 for Windows

King of the air
For more information contact your local dealer or Peter Eicher, 133 St James Road, Rosanna, Phone 03 94552236, Fax 03
94552237
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Tandem Dream 220 excellent condition
plus new sail & side wires, $2,000. Ph:
Matt Savage 074 928139 (h).

XS 155 exp int, yellow LE, lt blue & dk blue
US, in VGC, $850, also
Moyes Xtreme harness as new, only worn
once. Suit medium build 5’7” person. Blue with
black Moyes logo down sides. Front mounted
chute pocket, $900. Ph: David
07 33445311 (w), 07 32083800 (h).
Xtralite 147 exp int, immaculate condition, no
marks, very low hrs, yellow scrim LE, yellow
Power rib TE, dk blue/turquoise US, $3,800
ono, also
Xact 2 harness, as new, suit 5’10” to 6’2”
med. build pilot, blue/turquoise, $600 ono. Ph:
Ron 07 38823436 (h), 07 32054866 (w).
Combat 152 int, all new wires & new bag, GC,
spare upright, batten profile & glider manual.
White LE & TS, pink/aqua US, $700. Ph: Matt
Savage 074 928139 (h).*

Victoria
Blade 141 exp int, early 95, white TS, black/
purple/white US, $2,900. Clean, fast, easy-tohandle glider. Ph: Steve 03 98733473 or Max
03 98017067 (w), 03 97350756 (h).
Combat 2 152 exp int, late 93, purple LE,
white TS, orange/lime/white US, $2,100. Clean,
colourful, easy-to-handle glider.
Ph: Steve 03 98733473.
Desire 151 exp int, Nov 94, kevlar TE & LE,
white TS, blue/lime/white US, $2,100 ono.
New, light, easy-to-handle glider.
Ph: Steve 03 98733473.
Desire 151 exp int, mid 95, kevlar TE & LE,
white TS, purple/lime/white US, $2,500 ono.
New, light, easy-to-handle glider. Ph:
Steve 03 98733473 or Max 03 98017067 (w),
03 97350756 (h).
XS 155 exp int, Nov 89, king post hang, grey
LE, pink TS, pink/purple US, $900. Cheap,
robust, stable & fast glider. Ph: Steve
03 98733473.
XS 155 exp int, early 89, king post hang, white
LE, pink TS, pink/purple US, $900.
Cheap, robust, stable & fast glider.
Ph: Steve 03 98733473.
Xtralite 147 exp int, blue LE, blue/mauve US,
white power rib top sail. As new condition,
suitable for pilot wanting a good, low airtime
glider. Includes glider manual, batten profile
and a spare upright, $3,250. Ph: 03 97621364.
Xtralite 147 exp int, clear mylar, scrim LE,
royal blue/fluoro yellow US, 130hrs, spare
upright, VGC, $2,700 ono. Ph: Phil 060 562885.
Xtralite 147 exp int, white LE, lt blue/mauve
US, a low airtime glider in EC. Flies like new,
speed bar, wheels & freight incl. $2,850. Ph/
fax: Brian at Milawa, on the road to Buffalo,
057 279421.
Foil 160B int, VGC, blue & white sail, incl.
harness, wheels, batten profile, spare base bar
& A frame tubing, low flying hrs, $1,200 ono.
Ph: Sam 03 95477439.*
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GT170 int, red US, dk red/brown LE, LE a bit
scuffed, but no flutters and no UV damage.
Flies sweetly, ideal intermediate wing, $500
ono. Ph: John 03 95970527.*

Mars 190 nov, approx. 35 hrs airtime, perfect
cond. Also: Moyes pod harness size L with
parachute $1,200. Ph: Bill Craig
059 896300.*
Mission 170 nov/int, red LE, red/blue US, white
TE. Faired king post, speed bar, EC, low hrs,
$1,400. Ph: Karen Little River
052 831345. *
Mission 170 nov/int, with speed bar, in GC.
Red LE, rainbow US. $1,200 ono. Ph: Robin
Sands (03) 95579303 (h), (03) 94503233 (w).*

ACT
XT 145 Pro nov/int, speed bar, laminated
batten profile, owner’s manual, spare set of
side wires, 65hrs. Selling due to upgrade,
$2,400. Ph: Ross 06 2551178.
Gyro 145 nov, EC only 12 hrs flying time,
$1,000 ono. Great first glider. Ph: Susan Martin
06 2428028 (h), 06 2014285 (w).*

South Australia
Tauhofer Swing (German brand HG) nov, flies
well, VGC, yellow & white, can be packed 6m
or short packed to 3.8m, comes with full face
helmet & kneehanger harness, $550. Also
cocoon harness GC, to suit 1.8m or smaller
person, $50. Ph: Miguel 08 3531129 or 014
478646.
XS142 exp int, short A-frame, GC and still skies
out. $800 ono. Ph: Sue on 08 377 1641 AH,
after 20 August ph: 08 83771641.*
XT 165 nov/int, VGC, fluoro orange LE, light/
dark blue US, flies great $1,750 neg. Ph: Geoff
08 3057050 (w), 085 564078 (h). *

Western Australia
WANTED: Good new homes for pre-loved...
Gliders: Xtralite 147 (Fl. yel, lt. blue & white),
Xtralite 137 (White, fl. red & yellow), XTPro 145
(pink & purple), Mission 170 (red), Mission 170
(mint). Assorted Harnesses: Moyes Pods,
Blackhawk. Chutes: High Energy, P.A. System
& Tandem Accessories: GPS with leads &
mount, Uvex helmet (medium), Clip-on wheels,
Tow bridles and more...
*Attractive prices – care to negotiate? For more
information on our huge range of 2/H gear,
phone Sue or Belinda on 09 381 6053 or 018
917 537.

Tasmania
Mars 170 nov, VGC. Yellow TS, dk blue LE. Sale
due to upgrade. Can organise delivery, $700
ono. Ph: Steve 015 877524
or 003 267327.

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: All paragliders
offered for sale must state their
certification standard, otherwise
they will be labelled with ‘No Certification
Information Supplied (NCIS)’.

TRIKES
Please note: All powered hang
gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration
number, otherwise they cannot be accepted
for publication.

New South Wales

New South Wales

Paraglider Alto 30 NCIS rated experienced
intermediate to advance pilot only, made by
Airwave in December 95. In crisp
new condition, has excellent handling,
performance and sink rate, suited for
pilot weight of 80-100kg, priced to sell
at only $4,000 ono. Ph: Lee Scott 065 565265
all hours.

Airborne Edge Trike T2-2675, EC, T/T 33 hrs,
better than new. Custom paint, custom
galvanised trailer, covers, all instr., incl.V.S.T.,
electric start, all comms equipment, suit, 2
helmets. Suit new trike buyer, regrettable sale,
$19,500 (Replacement value $27,000). Ph: 042
741382 (w), (042) 331936 (h).

ProDesign Contest 48 Afnor Competition
certification, 18 mths old, 25hrs airtime.
GC, weight range 80-100kg, $2,990! Also
SkyLine harness 4 yrs old, tear in back
pocket, $190. Ph: Felix 067 752395 (h) or
067 73 3191 (w).
Hanwag Fly 2000 Paragliding boots, EC hardly
worn, size 7 1/2 (European 40), $150. Ph: Suzy
042 943732.*
ITV Merak 31 DHV2, 95-120kg all up weight
range. Demo model with only 22 hrs. 5:1
aspect ratio with a glide ratio that loses nothing
compared to the top comp wings. Best seller in
Europe, combines safety with performance,
$3,300. Ph: Elgar for a test flight 064 941938 (h).*
Firebird Navajo 27 10A,1B,1C, adv, EC
50 hrs airtime, still crisp, ideal first perf.
canopy, $1,100. Ph: Richard 019 656296.*
Nova Phocus 29 DHV2, 12A, 90-120kg all up
weight range. In EC, the ideal int. wing for the
pilot with thermalling exp. ready to go XC. Rob
Schroettner flew it 150km at Hay! Total 48 hrs
nearly all inland, must sell $2,300. Ph: Elgar for a
test flight 064 941938 (h).*
Swing Axis II 26 11A,1C, int, VGC, excellent
first glider with good XC performance and
glide, mostly flown from grassy slopes in
Europe, never landed in a tree, $1,200.
Ph: Suzy 042 943732.*

Victoria
Compact 35, ProDesign DHV2, 12A, in EC,
only 33 hrs airtime. Great performance yet very
safe, a superb thermalling glider, suit nov/int
pilot. Total load 90-115kg, glider weight 7.3kg,
max speed 42km, only $2,400. Ph: Walter 03
94196022 (w) or 018 558501,
03 04151599 (h).
Nova Sphinx 29 m2 10A, 2C, adv, 85 hrs total
time, white with pink cell walls, EC $1,500.
Bargain! High Energy reserve with long bridle,
$200. Ph: Simon 03 97161789 (h), 018
554872 (mob).

ACT
27sq Edel Space 11A, restricted, int glider,
very stable, still has many great flights left,
80hrs, 90-110kg, never a bad experience,
$1,500. Ph: Duncan 06 2805605 (w), 06
2814556 (h), 018 625091 (mob).*

Airborne Edge 582 T2-2519, T/T 218 hrs,
30 hrs on fully rebuilt motor, Ivo prop, full
covers plus trailer. Excellent condition $15,000
ono. Ph: Greg 067 232833 (h).
Airborne Edge 582 T2-2724, windscreen,
castoring front wheel, Ivo prop, heavy duty
wing bag, 168hrs only. Priced to sell $16,000
ono. Ph: 065 582769.
Edge 582cc T2-2658, with a fully rebuilt
engine of only 30 hrs airtime & new wing of
just 20 hrs airtime. Full set of instruments &
can be fitted for aero towing if wanted. Ivo prop
& fully overhauled, looks great, price of only
$14,000 ono.
Edge Executive 582cc T2-2647, with full
set of instruments, in excellent condition,
engine just recently overhauled, wing has
trimmer & training bars fitted, metallic
blue in colour & comes with trailer.
Priced to sell at just $17,500. Ph: Lee Scott
065 565265 all hours. Free test flights of all
aircraft available.
Skylink Trike T2-2537, side by side seating,
82 genuine hrs TT, as new condition, full instr.
complete maint. log, flight log & spares. Carbon
fibre 3 blade adj. pitch
IVO prop, carby heat & fitted ballistic emerg.
chute. Fully reliable, 55 knot cruise, only one
owner. Incl. custom trailer with full cover, VHF
Icom MKII radio PTT
& 2 helmets with intercom. $8,990 for
the lot. Ph: Richard 02 99050888 (w),
02 99722853 (h), 0412 172159 (mob).
Airborne Trike T2-2085, Rotax 447 air cooled
with approx. 150 hrs. Logs available & has just
been overhauled. Rotax Service Sheets
available. Agent found to be in excellent
condition. Set up & always hangared. Great
trike at a cheap price $5,350. Ph: 018 693640.
*

Queensland
Trike T1-2073, Buzzard base 532, electric
start, latest model Edge wing & double sleeved
mast. Full instr. ASI, alt baro, EGT, volt,
watertemp, tacho, hr/metre compass, padded
dash. VHF aerial, elect. & vac. fuel pumps, soft
sides, wheel pants, rear brakes, extra fuel tank,
lambswool seat. Aerial Pursuit trike helmet &
headset & PTT button. Custom build trailer with
small winch at front, EC $9,000. Ph: 07
32000882 anytime.
Trike base Airborne, with Rotax 447, no wing.
Trike is in EC with no damage history. Rotax
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workshop manual and service sheets. 2
propellors available, also nylon sleeve &
stainless saddle to attach wing to trike. no
further use, a bargain at $1,600. Ph: 07
32098851.

Victoria
Hangar at Mangalore airport, holds 4 to 5
trikes ready to go. 18 mths old, 1/2 share
available for $5,500 or all yours for $11,000.
Ph: Brett 03 95281755 (w), 03 95315823 (h).
Justra Stratos T1-2078, full carbon fibre shell,
80 hrs total time, airspeed indicator, altimeter &
vario, in EC, $6,950 or $7,500 with fully
enclosed trailer. Ph: Simon
03 97161789 (h), 018 554872 (mob).
Quantum 462 T2-2766, TT 65 hrs, log book,
always hangared, no radio noise, complete
with Icom radio, Garmin 90 moving map GPS,
comms, strobes, battery, full instr. White wing,
photo on request, $25,680 obo. Selling due to
other interests. Ph: Don or Warren 0419
421257.
Quantum 582 T2-2795, almost brand new,
only 20hrs, full instr., white composites, 946
colours with yellow US, high screen, storage
boxes, aero spats. The best handling trike
available, $25,500, also
Venturer 447, brand new, Alt, ASI, CHT, Tach &
hour meter. Excellent speed range, black
composites, red/white/green wing, $13,500,
also Ultracom Intercom with Icom A20 jacks,
near new, blue helmets & visors, $500, also:
Hangar 40’ x 40’ at Mangalore,
1 yr old, fits 5 trikes, $11,000. Ph: 0412 303484.

always hangared, $18,000 ono. Ph: John
08 88642203.

Airborne Edge 95-32 T2-2622, C-type
gearbox, full instrumentation, VGC, always
hangared. Ph: Matthew (085) 763493 or mob
(015) 601129.*

Stolen
Moyes Tracer harness purple with lt blue
pockets, overall length 175cm. Manufactured
after 4/96, with Quantum series chute. Stolen
in Melbourne on 24/7. Ph: Anthony Schellens
0419 584233.

Pegasus XL-R T2-2753, Rotax 462 (high
power version) 52 hp water cooled tug, with
Ivo prop & full instrumentation. Incl towing kit.
Blue pod, blue & yellow wing. 117 hrs always
hangared, never dinged, as new cond.
$15,000. Ph: 03 98982262.*

South Australia
Edge Executive 582 T2-2617, 16 genuine hrs,
electric start, quiet kit, full instr., trim adjuster,
keel support, console compass & windscreen.
Red base with red/white/blue wing. New
condition. Modern built 4 x 2m red trailer, full
checker plate floor, tie downs, tool box, 14”
rims with 185R14 tyres & spare. Wings
conveniently carried on the trailer. Complete set
of black waterproof Tonneau covers for front
pod through soft sides to cover fuel tank,
engine, prop, wheel spats, front & upright mast
& top cover. Pilot handbook, Parnang Principle
Training book and HGFA books. All in EC,

Small Advanced Hang Gliders to suit pilot of
60kg and limited budget. Gliders that are very
cheap, old & at the end of their life need not
apply. Ph Ross 06 2551178 (ACT).
Older large size Mars 190 Anyone knowing
the whereabouts or who may have one of
these hang gliders they may wish to sell. Ph:
Doug Sole 02 6447472 or mob 018 211021.*

Vario and reserve chute Ph: Charlie
06 2589693 or 019 443899 (ACT).*

Any old unused or unwanted hang gliders
for a private collection. The older & more
unusual, the better. I am gathering & restoring
old hang gliders with a view to putting on a
display or lending out to others to do the same.
I currently have gliders from 1974 on. Ph: Peter
Batchelor 018 381279 (w), 03 97353095 (h).
**

Tracer harness with chute to suit 5’6/5’8
person. Ph: 074 463421.*

Found
Moyes harness black with lime green
parachute bag and spare pocket, found in bush
at Stanwell Park. Also: black Moyes full face
helmet with 1996 sticker and Intermediate
rating sticker & cover for a Sjöstrum vario, grey
Moyes harness bag, Enterprise Wings
neoprene gloves, a lime green safety knife, a
black long sleeve rash shirt. Unfortunately both
the vario and the parachute were missing. Ph:
Kieran Tapsell 042 942645 or email kierant@
ozemail.com.au

Wanted
Bliss 137 for female pilot wanted. Ph: Mark
065 668529.

IS YOUR VG TOO HEAVY?

Ball Bearing pulley for upright
• easy to install (2min)
• will fit – Moyes SX, XL, XS
– Enterprise Foil B, C, D
• already in use by factory pilots
• $49.00 inc postage
Knight Innovations
11 Bates St, Springwood QLD 4127
Ph/Fax 07-32089745

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia

Pegasus Q, T2-2508, red composites,
full instr., flies extremely well, $12,000.
Ph: 03 95875975.
Trike Bargain – urgent sale required:
Airborne Edge Executive T2-2693, only
10 mths old, with the lot, elec. start, full instr.
incl compass, etc, low noise kit, always
hangared and maintained, fantastic cond.
Replacement cost is $25,742, sell for only
$17,500, can also do cheap package deal with
helmets/comms &/or training with accom. in
Bright, VIC. Ph: 057 501555 anytime.*

German HG pilot seeks hang gliding contact
in or near Bright. Will send info about DHV and
hang gliding in Germany
in exchange. Write to Richard Glass,
Landhausstr. 25, 75228 Ispringen, Germany.

PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069-472888, Fax: 069-474328
Cap 9.00
Leather Key Ring – metal with full colour enamel logo

6.95

Metal Lapel Badge

4.95

Car stickers

1.50

Embroidered badge

2.95

Instructor Certificates annual renewal fee

$150

Passenger Carrying Endorsements:
Initial issue (12 months)
(3 months)

$150 pa
$40 qtr

Instructor with Passenger Carrying
Endorsement annual renewal fee

$250

Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices.

Training Facility – Inspection and/or Approval fee

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts available for bulk
purchases. Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard
accepted, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may vary from those
shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

PHG Instructor Examination & check-flights
(payable to PHG Examiner)

HGFA Schedule of Fees

PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew)

$50

Membership Fees

Level 1 Club Coach (Valid for 4 years Issue & renewal
– includes FAI Sporting Licence, manuals, etc)#

$30

12 months (FULL) Membership

$125

(SA) 12 months FULL Membership

$135

(WAS) 12 months FULL Membership

$130

Additional Family Member (12 months)

$50

Short Term Membership (4 months)

$45

Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)

$45

Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
available through instructors only

$15

(12 issues)”Skysailor” Subscription only

$50

Overseas (sent SAL)

$65

Overseas (sent Airmail)

$95

Certificate & Insurance Fees
Powered Operations Insurance Levy

$20

PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue)

Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes ACC training
course, registration & manuals, etc)##
FAI Sporting Licence (incl. HGFA Competition
Manual, Section 7 FAI Sporting Code, Records
Claim Pack (initial issue)

$80*
$50
$100

$30
$20

FAI International Pilot Proficiency Identification
Card (IPPI) Non-competition flying overseas

$10

Competitions Manual

$10

Tow Guidelines

$nil

Replacement Operations Manual

$10

Replacement Ops Manual Binder

$15

NB: *Charged at $80 per half day of inspection plus travel expenses
(max. $250 per inspection/approval).

Passenger Endorsement annual renewal fee

$150

# To be introduced late 1995 or early 1996.

Instructor Certificates (12 months)
Initial issue (3 months)

$150 pa,
$40 qtr

## Includes all updated material from Level 1.
There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite Facility approvals.
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All correspondence, including
changes of address, membership
renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be sent to:

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
Executive Director: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720,
Ph: 069 472 888, Fax: 069 474328.
President: Rohan Grant
Ph: 002 337638 (w), 002 311112 (h),
Fax: 002 333311.
Operations Manager: Craig Worth
Ph/Fax: 065 592713, Mobile: 018 657419.
Vice-President: Robert Woodward
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA 5035,
Ph: 08 2325405 (w), 08 2977532 (h),
Fax: 08 2237345.
Secretary: Shaune Keene
PO Box 8 1, Lyons ACT 2606,
Ph/Fax: 06 2998792 (h), 018 697820 (w).
Treasurer: Jenny Ganderton
61 Patterson St, Forbes NSW 2871,
Ph: 068 521455 (w), 068 514148 (h).
Board Members
Lee Scott
High Adventure Airpark, Pacific Hwy, Johns
River NSW 2443, Ph/Fax: 065 565265.
Michael Zupanc
Lot 2 Pimpama Rd, Jacobs Well QLD 4208, Ph:
0755 462412, 018 662328, zupy@ozemail.
com.au
Rachael Bain
11/100 Chewing St, Page ACT 2614,
Ph: 06 2806033 (w), 06 2548834 (h),
Fax: 06 2807074.
Rohan Holtkamp
RMB 236B Western Hwy, Trawalla VIC 3373,
Ph/Fax: 053 492845.
Keith Lush
5 Fortune St, South Perth WAS 6151, Ph: 09
3679066 (w), 09 3673479 (h), Fax: 09
4741202.
Paragliding Convenor: Fred Gungl
U2/47 Walkers Lane, Bright VIC 3741,
Ph: 015 854455.
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin Magennis
PO Box 291, Laurieton NSW 2443,
Ph: 018 181071.
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger
Ph: 079 576483 (w), 079 597105 (h), (Forward
PHG registrations to HGFA Office, Tumut).
PHG Public Relations contact: Paul Haines
Ph/Fax/tam 042 941031.
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager.
For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state associations region or club.

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
1B Park Ave, Tahmoor NSW 2573;
Pres: James Nathaniel, (046) 810641.
Northern NSW Region
Pres: Dane Snelling, 02 99384420 (w),
02 99799069 (h); Sec: Ian Duncan,
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02 9189962; Trs: Glenn Salmon, 02 9180091.
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka ACT 2603;
Pres: Peter Blackwell; Sec: Mark Sullivan; Trs:
Stephen Young; SSO: Peter Dall,
06 2684139 (w), 06 2813746 (h).
North Queensland
12 Van Eldik Ave, Andergrove QLD 4740; Pres:
Gerry Gerus, Ph: 019 617935,
Ph/Fax: 070 34145; Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen,
Ph: 079 552913, Fax: 079 555133
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth WAS 6151;
Pres: Doug Trent, 09 4516990 (w),
09 4594702 (h); Sec: Keith Lush, 09 3679066
(w), 09 3673479 (h), Fax: 4741202;
PG Rep: Evan Williams, 09 4585454 (h);
Trike Rep: Graham McDonald, 09 4186461 (w),
09 3649226 (h).
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran VIC 3181;
Pres: Rob Van Der Klooster, 052 272523 (w),
052 223019 (h); Sec: Tony Hughes,
052 641091 (w), 052 438245 (h).
TasHGA
PO Box 543, Mowbray TAS 7248;
Sec: Steve Drinkald, 003 26732711.
SAHGA
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000;
Ph: 08 2130660, Fax: 08 211 7115.

Clubs
QUEENSLAND
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Ian Graham, 070 954466; Sec: Scott
Payten, 070 316484 (w), 070 558559 (h);
Trs: Kasanda Brease, 070 558559;
Vice-Pres: Nev Akers, 070 512439 (w),
070 532586 (h).
Capricorn Skyriders Club Inc
Pres: Brian Hampson, 079 226527;
Sec: Geoff Craig, 079 923137;
Brian Smith 079 287958.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Dave Staver, 07 55453391;
Sec: Gordon Bieske, 07 555435149 (h);
SSO: Geoff Dossetor, 07 55435631;
PG Rep: Phil Hystek, 07 55437237.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Wayne Smith, 079 5 13392;
Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen, 079 552913,
Fax: 079 5 55 122.
NEW SOUTH WALES
Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Brian Rushton, 066 290354; Sec: Gavin
Ray, 066 847328; SSO: Neil Mersham
066 858768 or 018 441742; Meetings: 1st
Wed/month, 7 pm Bangalow Bowling Club.
Central Coast Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Skillen, 018 404254;
Sec: Mark Steele, 043 321277; Trs: Mick
Hoipo, 043 282871; SSO: Ian Duffy
018 439612; Meetings: 2nd Wed/month,
The Entrance RSL Club 7.30 pm.
Central West Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Len Paton, 068 537220;
Sec: Jenny Ganderton 068 514148;
Trs: Mark Madden, 063 622927.
Great Lakes Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Jim Parsons, 065 554077; Sec: Steve
Tinson, 065 545700 (w), 065 558091 (h);
SSO: Bob Barnes, 065 540416.
lllawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: George Barrie, 042 855567; Sec: Warwick
Kelly, 042 261707; SSO: James Nathaniel, 046
810641; Meetings: 1st Wed/month, Mountain
Top Cafe, Mt Keira.
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
Pres: Roger Lilford, 06 2815404 (h); Sec: Lisa
Ryrie, 06 2359120 or 06 2359060; SSO: Heinz
Gloor, 064 576019 (w), 064 567171 (h).
Lower Blue Mountains HG Club Inc
Pres: Graeme Garlick, 02 96286245; Sec: Alan
Bond, 02 98995351, 9 Finchley Pl, Glenhaven
NSW 2353; SSO: David Middleton, 02 96236961.
Meetings: Last Tue/month, Sportsman Hotel,
Kildare Rd, Blacktown, 7.30pm.
Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association
Pres: Paul Hazelgrove, 018 657366;
Sec/SSO: Lee Scott, 065 565265;
Ben Leonard, 065 821966.
Mudgee District Sport Aviation Club Inc
Sec: Darryl Ashlin, 063 742536;
SSO: Bruce Barcham, 063 742092.

Conondale XC Fliers Club Inc
13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556,
Fax: 074 451897.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Peter O’Loughlin, 049 430158;
Sec: John O’Donohue, 049 549084;
PG Rep: Ian Ladyman, 049 499946;
SSO: Ross Duncan, 049 431900; Meetings:
Last Wed/month, Souths Leagues Club.

Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
4 Cairncross St, Gladstone QLD 4690;
Trs: Pat Purcell, 079 793414;
Sec: Sandy Gemmell, 079 750232;
PR: Hans Respondek, 079 721203.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: John Clark, 02 99972842 (h);
Sec: Mike Warner, 02 99555099 (w),
02 94521217 (h), Fax: 02 99555991 (w);
SSO: Forrest Park, 02 94502674.

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
53 Yungar St, Coolum QLD 4573;
Pres: Michael Powell, 074 742249
or 019 106320; Vice-Pres: Mal Price,
074 480038; Sec/Trs: Kathy Edmunds,
074 463421; SSO: Dave Cookman, 074 498573.

Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508;
Pres: Rob Fakes, 042 942273 (h) or
015 237565; Sec: Karen Lederer, 042 942474
or 0411 362273; Trs. Ian Lobb; SSO: Pascal
Ferret, 042 943533.

Townsville Hang Gliding Association Inc
Pres: Gary Rogers, 077 538565 (w),
077 792645 11 (h); Vice-Pres: Peter Scarfe,
077 721766 (w), 077 212666 (h); Sec: Dave
McManus, 077 723043 (h); Trs: Steve
Duncan, 077 73493011; SSO: Graeme
Etherton, 077 724467.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dick Heffer, 02 93872613; Sec: John
Trude, 02 98873371; Trs: Greg Wilson,
02 98184704; PR: Mark Hellier, 02 93515475.
Sydney Paragliding Club
Pres: Deidre Skillen, 02 97275087 (h);
Vice-Pres: Rob Schroettner, 042 674499 (h),

015 926581 (mob); Sec: Ben Macaulay,
02 93547594 (h), 02 93547594 (w); Trs: Roger
Montgomery, 02 99083459 (h), 02 92203199
(w); SSO: Mark Mitsos, 042 674570, Meetings:
2nd Mon/month, Marrickville Bowling Club, 91
Sydenham Rd, Marrickville.
Tamworth/Manilla Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Andrew Smith, 057 712368; Brian
Shepherd, 057 852182; SSO: Richard Riley,
057 821073 or 057 821267; PG-SO: Godfrey
Wenness, 057 856545.
ACT
Canberra Sports Aviation Club Inc
Pres: Allan Taylor, 06 2886311;
Sec: Robert Burns, 06 2591181;
Meetings: 1st Tue/month, The George Harcourt
Inn, Gold Creek Rd Gungahlin 8 pm.
VICTORIA
Eastern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: John Carter, 03 7285203 (h);
Sec: Glenn Sheppard, 03 97267995;
SSO: Harry Summons, 059 646055 (h), Lance
Sheppard 059 623570 (h); Member Co-ord:
Brian Lane 03 98781358; Meetings: 3rd Wed/
month, Montrose Town Centre Meeting Room,
cnr Swansea Rd & Mt Dandenong Tourist Rd,
Montrose.
North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres/SSO: Geoff White, 057 501244 (w) or 018
052793; Sec: Karl Texler, 057 501733
Trs: David Romeril 057 562216; Meetings: 1st
Sat/month, Gator Magoons, The Great Alpine
Road, Porepunkah 7.30 pm.
Southern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Mike Slape, 03 5438331 (h);
Meetings: 1st Tue/month, Anchor & Hope Hotel,
481 Church St, Richmond.
Sky High Paragliding Club
Pres: Bruce Bremner, 03 9596 2771 (h); VicePres: Phil Taylor, 03 9531 4842 (h) or 015 354
187 Sec: Hamish Barker, 03 9578 7201 (h);
Meetings: 1st Wed/month, Grapevine Hotel, 59
Wellington St, Collingwood, 8pm.
Southern Cross Paragliding Inc
Pres: Kevin Gingell-Kent;
Sec: Craig Martinson, 03 5928382;
Meetings: Last Wed/month, Anchor & Hope
Hotel, 481 Church St, Richmond.
Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club
Pres: Phillip Campbell, 053 428569;
Vice-Pres: Tony Lowry, 053 356194;
Trs: Sandra Holtkamp, 053 492845;
Sec: Meg Bailey, 053 492845; SSO: Rohan
Holtkamp, 053 492845; Meetings: Last Sat/
month, The Golden Age Hotel Beaufort.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Avon Valley Hang GIiding Club
Pres: David Drabble, 09 3071816, Vice-Pres:
Rob Stevenson 09 3647872; Sec: Mike Field,
09 4097903; Trs: Michael Derry, 09 3415271.
Cloud Base Paragliding Club Inc
Pres: Evan Williams, 09 4585454;
Sec: Julian McPherson, 09 2279266; Meetings:
1st Wed/month, Boulevard Ale House East Vic
Park.
Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Gary Bennett, 09 3804357;
Sec: Anna Munt, 09 3772021.
The Great Sandy Desert Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Ian Sallie, 091 798487 (h);
Sec: Joe Langford, 091 798655 (h).

Individually programmable
Duplex operation for
increased communication
range using repeater
stations.

Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.
At Icom our leadership in CB is built on innovation.
And once again, ICOM is first with the latest, the
IC-40GX.
The smallest handheld UHF CB and the

Open Scan/Group Scan
facility with separate
user programmable
memory.

first with built-in SELCALL.
Now when you want one-to-one,
uninterrupted
communication, there’s no
need to go to the
expense

of
Your emergency
services channel.
It can be a life
saver.

retrofitting.
The IC-40GX
allows you to
send or receive

Simple one touch scan
function: start, stop,
memorise.

Feature after feature, ICOM puts you first.

calls from a specific
individual or group.

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers for

Each unit is factory-

single button speed calling. You also get call-back acknowledgement

programmed with its own
unique

code

and

and Group Call to as many as 100 stations.
can

continuously, in quiet mode, until a

monitor

There's up to a full 5W of output power with a Hi/Lo

selective call

transmission switch to conserve power and a power save mode

signal is received.

on receive. Plus a one touch Channel 5 emergency channel,

You receive the calls that are specifically for you with no

and much more.

disturbing outside chatter. It makes UHF CB
simple and as convenient to use as a handphone.

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and performance of
the IC-40GX for yourself at your nearest Icom dealer soon.

Icom Australia 7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3181 A.C.N. 006 092 575
Free Call: 1800 338 915 Ph: (03) 9529 7582 Fax: (03) 9529 8485
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extra

Strip-in
Moyes Gliders B/W Ad
Film enclosed

